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We present a methodology for exploiting shared-memory parallelism within matrix

computations by expressing linear algebra algorithms as directed acyclic graphs.

Our solution involves a separation of concerns that completely hides the exploita-

tion of parallelism from the code that implements the linear algebra algorithms. This

approach to the problem is fundamentally different since we also address the issue

of programmability instead of strictly focusing on parallelization. Using the sepa-

ration of concerns, we present a framework for analyzing and developing scheduling

algorithms and heuristics for this problem domain. As such, we develop a theory

and practice of scheduling concepts for matrix computations in this dissertation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The prevalent use of multicore and imminent arrival of many-core processors will

usher in an age where exploiting parallelism will become paramount for attaining

high performance. Merely relying on increasing processor speeds to provide perfor-

mance gains is a relic of the past. In order to fit more processing cores onto the

limited die space on a chip, individual cores will likely become simpler, such as re-

verting back to in-order execution, yet smaller and consume less power. As a result,

sequential programs may even degrade in performance when ported to future gen-

erations of computer architectures. Embracing parallelism is the only strategy for

scaling applications in the brave new world of multicore and many-core processors.

Since dense linear algebra computations are at the heart of many scientific

applications, the performance of those applications depends upon the efficiency of

linear algebra libraries. A broad spectrum of linear algebra operations adheres to

similar access patterns over matrices and features deterministic control flow con-

structs. For example, there are at least two classes of linear algebra algorithms:

right-looking “greedy” and left-looking “lazy” algorithms. Yet the process for iden-

tifying and overcoming the inherent bottlenecks to parallel execution within these

algorithms has remained a laborious and complicated task, an endeavor embarked
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only by expert library developers.

Despite the well-defined nature of matrix computations, a comprehensive

methodology for exploiting parallelism has only just started to emerge. We believe

this situation has arisen because of the lack of programmability in this problem

domain. Each linear algebra operation is analyzed and implemented individually

without providing the abstractions or tools to apply the general techniques for ex-

ploiting parallelism to other operations. The problem is exacerbated by the potential

need for reimplementing each operation for every successive processor release. In

this dissertation, we propose that addressing the issue of programmability will yield

a systematic methodology for parallelizing matrix computations.

Dense matrix computations provide unique opportunities for exploiting par-

allelism given its coarse computational and data granularity. In particular, the

effects of gaining mutual exclusion to shared resources are mitigated by the compu-

tational cost of executing coarse-grained operations on submatrices. Efficient paral-

lel implementations can achieve high performance if scheduling algorithms properly

optimize both load balance and data locality. Developing the tools and abstractions

to facilitate the portability of dense linear algebra libraries will become essential

to both the development of parallel applications and potentially microarchitecture

design.

1.1 Goals and Motivations

The primary motivation for this dissertation research is the desire to solve the tra-

ditional lack of programmability for the domain of dense matrix computations. I

address this problem specifically for shared-memory computer architectures.
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1.2 Solution

Our solution for parallelizing matrix computations is elegant but effective. A sep-

aration of concerns is used to abstract the details of parallelization from the code

that implements the linear algebra algorithms. Submatrix blocks are viewed as

the fundamental units of data, and operations on those blocks are the fundamental

units of computation. With this abstraction as the point of departure, out-of-order

execution techniques are applied to those operations, or tasks, by detecting data

dependencies between all tasks. By viewing tasks as nodes and data dependen-

cies as edges, an algorithm-by-blocks is mapped to a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

As such, the parallelization of matrix computations can be viewed as a two-stage

process: constructing the DAG in the analyzer phase followed by the exploitation

of parallelism from that DAG in the dispatcher phase. This separation shifts the

challenge of writing parallel code from the library to a runtime system for which I

coined the name SuperMatrix.

1.3 Background and Related Work

This research is primarily related to and draws from four areas in computer science:

computer architecture, high-performance computing, programming languages, and

algorithms. We provide a brief historical overview and related work to this problem

domain.

1.3.1 Computer Architecture

Microarchitecture design has been the driving force in improving sequential perfor-

mance since the 1970s as the number of transistors on a chip has doubled every

two years according to Moore’s Law [81]. In-order processors programmed directly

using assembly languages were first used in the 1960s. The advent of high-level pro-
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gramming languages such as Fortran facilitated the design of reduced instruction

set computer (RISC) architectures. These simplified instruction sets allowed for

the prevalent adoption of instruction-level parallelism where out-of-order execution

techniques were used, which resulted from Tomasulo’s algorithm [101]. Processor

speeds increased, yet memory latency lagged behind. As a result, cache memory hi-

erarchies were incorporated to mask the latency to access main memory by providing

fast memory access to data with temporal and spatial locality [62].

Parallel systems have been built using two separate paradigms: shared-

memory and distributed-memory computer architectures. Shared-memory systems

present a global virtual address space to all threads mapped to processing elements

implemented using hardware cache coherency protocols. Threads acquire and release

mutual exclusion to manage access to shared resources. On the other hand, each

processing element has its own private memory address space on distributed-memory

systems where processing elements communicate data through point-to-point mes-

sages or collective communication operations, typically using the Message-Passing

Interface (MPI) [53].

Power constraints have restricted the increasing of processor frequencies as

the primary means for improving the performance of computer architectures. As

a result, microarchitecture design has shifted to placing multiple processing cores

on a single die. These multicore processors have thus far been designed as shared-

memory parallel systems. As a result, parallelism must be embraced in order to

attain high performance on these chips.

1.3.2 High-Performance Computing

High-performance computing encompasses a wide range of research. We focus on

the techniques developed for dense matrix computations.
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High-Performance Dense Linear Algebra Libraries

In the mid-1970s, the need for a standardized application programming interface

(API) for linear algebra operations led to the introduction of the Basic Linear Alge-

bra Subprograms (BLAS) [77]. The BLAS API consists of a complete set of vector

operations with which other linear algebra operations could be implemented. Since

computer architectures at the time were designed with a flat memory model, these

operations could be easily optimized. With the advancement of vector processors in

supercomputers during the 1980s, an extended set of matrix-vector operations was

standardized as the level-2 BLAS [41].

As desktop computers began to dominate the computing industry in the late

1980s and early 1990s, addressing the growing disparity between processor speed

and memory latency became paramount for attaining high performance. As a re-

sult, matrix-matrix operations were standardized as the level-3 BLAS [40]. Since

these operations perform O(n3) computation on O(n2) data where n is the matrix

dimension, memory latency can be amortized across the computation of these dense

matrix operations.

The BLAS interface provides a framework for developing high-performance

implementations, yet many scientific applications use more complex linear algebra

operations. Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK) [9] was released in the early 1990s

with a wide variety of solvers and factorizations implemented using level-3 BLAS.

LAPACK gained widespread use since it provided relatively high performance on

sequential and shared-memory computer architectures when linked to serial and

multithreaded BLAS libraries, respectively.

In the mid-1990s, Scalable Linear Algebra PACKage (ScaLAPACK) [21] was

released for distributed-memory computer architectures. The interface was designed

with the goal of having each routine closely resemble its LAPACK equivalent. Par-

allal Linear Algebra PACKage (PLAPACK) [104] was developed using an object-
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oriented interface that abstracted away the details of the physical matrix distribu-

tion. PLAPACK addressed programmability and was the precursor to the Formal

Linear Algebra Methods Environment (FLAME) project.

Parallel Linear Algebra for Scalable Multi-core Architectures (PLASMA) [5,

26] is another project that uses a similar DAG scheduling methodology to parallelize

dense matrix computations for shared-memory computer architectures. PLASMA

uses the LAPACK interface, and by our standards, programmability is fundamen-

tally not addressed.

Lookahead

Linking sequential algorithms to multithreaded BLAS libraries incurs implicit syn-

chronization points between successive calls to each individually parallelized BLAS

routine, which inherently limits scalability. To overcome this bottleneck to parallel

efficiency, lookahead is used, also known as compute-ahead [82, 100]. Linear alge-

bra algorithms stride through matrices in order to expose submatrices on which to

perform computation. The approach of lookahead identifies potential bottlenecks to

parallel execution within each loop iteration. Once bottlenecks are found, attempts

are made to expose parallelism by computing the operations compromising a bot-

tleneck ahead of the loop iterations in which they reside. Much of the early work

involving lookahead related to dense matrix computations pertained to distributed-

memory computer architectures [49].

The difficulty with traditional approaches for implementing lookahead is that

the code becomes obfuscated and quite complex [3]. Applying this technique to a

wide range of different linear algebra algorithms has not been done because of the

programmability issues. First, finding the inherent bottleneck to computation is

nontrivial. Second, partitioning the rest of the computation in order to allow the

next iteration to start earlier is often quite difficult. Moreover, lookahead can be
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applied to more than one iteration, which further complicates the code.

Hierarchical Matrix Storage

Storing matrices hierarchically where each submatrix block is contiguously stored

is used to improve spatial locality of computation on those blocks. This storage-

by-blocks scheme makes efficient use of the cache memory hierarchy [76, 86]. Tra-

ditionally, hierarchical matrix storage is done with indexing into three or four di-

mensional arrays [4, 42], which can also greatly complicate the code, but more

recent work has provided high-level abstractions to encapsulate matrices stored by

blocks [34, 36, 37, 63, 64, 103, 111].

Hierarchically Tiled Arrays (HTA) [57, 58] contain data type support for

blocked computation. The specification allows for recursively stored hierarchical

arrays with MATLAB-style indexing into those data structures. This work focuses

more on the language support of blocked computation and has ported the interface to

distributed-memory computer architectures. While programmability is addressed,

as of yet this system lacks the dependence analysis needed to schedule tasks using

out-of-order execution techniques.

Recursive blocked storage formats have also been used parallelize matrix

operations using cache oblivious techniques [8, 22, 59, 60, 61]. Cache oblivious al-

gorithms recursively decompose sub-operations until the data accessed by the com-

putation fits into the cache without explicitly specifying a block size [47]. When

the recursion ends, independent sub-operations can then be scheduled to execute in

parallel [35, 46], yet this technique incurs inherent synchronization points between

separate recursive sub-operations.

Storing matrices by blocks was also used when compiling constraints pro-

grams to parallel programs [67]. The specified constraints were mapped to depen-

dence graphs as opposed to constructing a DAG by detecting the inherent data
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dependencies between tasks.

1.3.3 Parallel Programming Languages

Many parallel languages and multithreaded runtime systems exist that present sim-

plified models for developing parallel applications [88]. We review several relevant

projects here.

Z-level Programming Language (ZPL) [28] is an array programming language

that uses implicit parallelism. Much like HTA, ZPL was designed with language

support for distributing arrays among processing elements on distributed-memory

computer architectures, yet ZPL abstracted away the need for explicit parallel con-

structs. Despite the focus on programmability, ZPL also does not perform depen-

dence analysis.

Cilk [24] is a multithreaded runtime system that parallelizes divide and con-

quer algorithms well such as cache oblivious algorithms. The scheduling in Cilk is

based on work stealing [25] where tasks are assigned to threads, but idle threads can

steal tasks from other threads. Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) [72] is a similar

runtime system to Cilk, which also uses work stealing [94]. Both Cilk and TBB

do not perform dependence analysis but instead provide constructs for identifying

independent sub-operations that can be executed in parallel according to the control

flow specified within the code.

OpenMP [39] uses preprocessor directives to denote parallel regions in the

code, which are similar to annotations. OpenMP has a work queuing mechanism [98]

where tasks can be dynamically placed onto a task queue from which idle threads

dequeue tasks to execute. The work queuing model relies upon the user to identify

data dependencies between tasks.

SMP Superscalar (SMPSs) [87] is a runtime system that also uses prepro-

cessor directives to identify tasks. The SMPSs compiler directives allow users to
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denote the input and output information about each task in order to detect data

dependencies and therefore construct a DAG. Their methodology is similar ours,

but SMPSs uses work stealing and does not specifically address the scheduling of

dense matrix computations.

While data dependencies in dense linear algebra operations can be detected a

priori, many applications contain irregular problems. Generating a DAG of the com-

putation before execution for irregular problems is nearly impossible, so optimistic

parallelization can be used to parallelize these applications [73]. Using optimistic

parallelization for dense linear algebra operations is inefficient because the penalty

for misspeculation requires the restoration of the updated matrices, so temporary

copies of each matrix must be stored. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the benefits

of added parallelism and the potential cost of restoring the previous state.

1.3.4 DAG Scheduling

Many forms of computation can be expressed as a directed acyclic graph. Scheduling

a DAG with multiple processing elements in order to minimize the total execution

time is an NP-hard problem [102]. Thus, there is a wealth of research on scheduling

algorithms and heuristics for DAG scheduling [80].

There are at least two major categories of DAG scheduling heuristics: crit-

ical path and list scheduling. Critical path heuristics select tasks that lie on the

critical path of execution within the DAG in order to reduce the time tasks wait

to be executed [49, 66, 74]. List scheduling heuristics assign tasks according to

a list priority scheme [2, 13]. One example of a list scheduling heuristic is linear

clustering where tasks are grouped into clusters such that independent tasks cannot

reside within the same cluster, so each cluster contains tasks that must be executed

sequentially [69, 83, 85, 95].

There are at least two major categories of scheduling algorithms: dynamic
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and static. Dynamic scheduling algorithms allow threads to select tasks at run-

time [23, 38, 44], one well-known example being work stealing [12, 25]. Static

scheduling algorithms assign tasks to threads according to a certain heuristic such

as linear clustering [49, 50, 75]. This assignment is typically performed at compile

time but can also be done at runtime before parallel execution starts. Using static

task to thread assignments may be unwise for heterogeneous collections of process-

ing cores where, for instance, some cores may fail or be clocked down, yet dynamic

scheduling algorithms will be able to overcome these situations.

Tasks can be duplicated to execute on separate threads simultaneously [10,

15, 43] in order to reduce communication costs [84], but this technique is quite

inefficient when the tasks are composed of coarsed-grained matrix operations.

I thoroughly review queueing theory in Section 4.2, which I use to compare

and contrast various dynamic scheduling algorithms along with critical path heuris-

tics.

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation include:

• The process that decomposes algorithms-by-blocks into component tasks and

performs dependence analysis in order to construct a DAG.

• A family of scheduling algorithms that address load balance and data locality

simultaneously by exploiting domain-specific knowledge.

• A comparison and contrast of the family of domain-specific scheduling algo-

rithms with classical results in the scheduling literature.

• A set of interesting algorithms-by-blocks for matrix operations to be used for

evaluating our runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology.
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• A demonstration of exceptional performance.

The overall contribution to computer science lies with providing abstractions and

tools to facilitate programmability for the problem domain of parallelizing dense

matrix computations. The broader impact on scientific computing results from the

instantiation of these algorithms-by-blocks and scheduling algorithms for use by the

community.

1.5 Outline of the Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the tools

developed within the FLAME project that enable us to address the programmabil-

ity issues in this problem domain. A motivating example is used to describe the

process to derive an algorithm for computing the linear algebra operation and then

reformulate it as an algorithm-by-blocks. Chapter 3 discusses dependence analysis

on linear algebra algorithms needed to map an algorithm-by-blocks to a DAG. The

process and interface for constructing a DAG within the analyzer is then described.

Once the DAG is constructed, Chapter 4 compares and contrasts various scheduling

algorithms and heuristics that are used by the dispatcher. Different advanced case

studies are examined in Chapter 5. Conclusions and future extensions are given in

Chapter 6.

Appendix A provides a list of commonly used acronyms and abbreviations

of linear algebra operations used throughout this dissertation. So as not to disrupt

the flow of the dissertation, discussions of certain related topics are given in the fol-

lowing appendices. Appendix B studies the effect of scheduling different algorithmic

variants of a linear algebra operation. Appendix C describes the methodology for

performing static dependence analysis. A discussion of tuning the storage block size

used to construct a DAG from an algorithm-by-blocks is given in Appendix D.
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Chapter 2

Formal Linear Algebra Methods

Environment Overview

The hallmark of our solution for parallelizing matrix computation is our focus on

programmability. In this chapter, we provide an overview of the tools developed

within the FLAME project that allow us to address this issue.

First and foremost, FLAME is a framework for expressing linear algebra

algorithms using a stylized notation without the need for explicit indexing of sub-

matrices [55]. This abstraction enables the systematic and mechanical derivation of

algorithms [16, 18]. FLAME also provides an application programming interface for

encoding linear algebra algorithms that allows for the seamless translation between

algorithm and implementation [20, 79].

We present the process for reformulating a traditional blocked algorithm to

an algorithm-by-blocks along with the corresponding implementations.

12



2.1 Notation

We first provide a brief overview of some basic notation and conventions used

throughout this dissertation.

Matrices are denoted using uppercase letters, vectors with lowercase letters,

and scalars with greek letters. For example, A ∈ Rm×n and thus

A =


α0,0 α0,1 · · · α0,n−1

α1,0 α1,1 · · · α1,n−1

...
...

. . .
...

αm−1,0 αm−1,1 · · · αm−1,n−1


where αi,j is a scalar element of A and 0 ≤ i < m and 0 ≤ j < n. The transposition

of matrix A is denoted with AT , and the inverse of A is A−1. A column vector is

denoted with a whereas aT is a row vector and thus

a =


α0

α1

...

αm−1

 , aT =
(
α0 α1 · · · αn−1

)
.

As such, matrices can be partitioned into series of row or column vectors where

A =


aT0

aT1
...

aTm−1

 , A =
(
a0 a1 · · · an−1

)
.

We use the convention that a linear algebra algorithm only consists of a single

loop where sub-operations may hide their own separate, loop-based algorithms. This

13



concept is similar to modularizing code where each loop resides in its own subroutine

as opposed to nesting loops.

2.2 Unblocked vs. Blocked Algorithms

Linear systems

Ax = b

are often solved by factorizing A. If A ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric positive definite

(SPD) matrix, the Cholesky factorization is given by

A→ LLT

where L is a lower triangular matrix. Once L is computed, triangular solves are

used to find x via the steps

Ly = b

and then

LTx = y

which are often referred to as forward and backward substitution, respectively. The

two triangular solves perform O(n2) operations on O(n2) data whereas the Cholesky

factorization performs O(n3) operations with O(n2) data. As a result, we focus

on parallelizing the O(n3) matrix computations such as Cholesky factorization in

order to attain high performance. We use Cholesky factorization as the primary

motivating example to illustrate various concepts throughout this dissertation.

We present the right-looking unblocked and blocked algorithms for comput-

ing the Cholesky factorization using standard FLAME notation [55] in Figures 2.1

and 2.2. The thick and thin lines have semantic meaning and capture how the al-

gorithms move through the matrix where the symbolic partitions reference different

14



Algorithm: A := chol l unb var3(A)

Partition A→
(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
where ATL is 0× 0

while m(ATL) < m(A) do

Repartition(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
→

 A00 ? ?

aT10 α11 ?

A20 a21 A22


where α11 is 1× 1

α11 :=
√
α11

a21 := a21/α11

A22 := A22 − a21a
T
21

Continue with(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
←

 A00 ? ?

aT10 α11 ?

A20 a21 A22


endwhile

Figure 2.1: The right-looking unblocked algorithm for computing the Cholesky fac-
torization. Here, m(A) stands for the number of rows of A. The ? symbol denotes
entries that are not referenced.

submatrices on which computation occurs within each iteration of the loop.

Within a typical FLAME algorithm, A is subdivided into four different ma-

trix views, and then the matrix is further repartitioned into nine partitions whereby

exposing one row and column. In the first iteration of the loop for unblocked algo-

rithms, α11 references the element α0,0, and a21 references the vector


α1,0

...

αn−1,0

.

In the second iteration, α11 references the element α1,1, and so on.

A classical derivation of the right-looking unblocked algorithm for the Cholesky

15



Algorithm: A := chol l blk var3(A)

Partition A→
(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
where ATL is 0× 0

while m(ATL) < m(A) do
Determine block size b
Repartition(

ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
→

 A00 ? ?

A10 A11 ?

A20 A21 A22


where A11 is b× b

A11 := chol(A11)
A21 := A21A

−T
11

A22 := A22 −A21A
T
21

Continue with(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
←

 A00 ? ?

A10 A11 ?

A20 A21 A22


endwhile

Figure 2.2: The right-looking blocked algorithm for computing the Cholesky factor-
ization.

factorization partitions

A =

 α11 aT12

a21 A22

 , L =

 λ11 0

l21 L22

 .

Then

 α11 aT12

a21 A22

 =

 λ11 0

l21 L22

 λ11 0

l21 L22

T

=

 λ2
11 ?

λ11l21 l21l
T
21 + L22L

T
22
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so that  λ11 ?

l21 L22

 =

 √
α11 ?

a21/α11 chol(A22 − a21a
T
21)

 . (2.1)

This recursive definition for the Cholesky factorization is reformulated as the loop-

based algorithm in Figure 2.1. Within the loop body of the unblocked algorithm,

the square root of α11 is performed. Once that element is updated, a21 is scaled by
1
α11

. Then a symmetric rank-one update of A22 is performed with a21 only updating

the lower triangular part of A22.

It is well understood that in order to attain high performance, matrix algo-

rithms of this kind must be cast in terms of blocked computations so that the bulk

of the computation is in matrix-matrix multiplication [48, 52]. As such, we present

the blocked algorithm for computing the Cholesky factorization in Figure 2.2.

A classical derivation of the right-looking blocked algorithm for the Cholesky

factorization partitions

A =

 A11 AT12

A21 A22

 , L =

 L11 0

L21 L22


where A11, L11 ∈ Rb×b and b is the block size, and thus

 A11 AT12

A21 A22

 =

 L11L
T
11 ?

L21L
T
11 L21L

T
21 + L22L

T
22


so that  L11 ?

L21 L22

 =

 chol(A11) ?

A21A
−T
11 chol(A22 −A21A

T
21)

 . (2.2)

Within the loop of the blocked algorithm, the Cholesky factorization subproblem

(chol) on A11 is first performed for which the unblocked algorithm is typically

called. Then a triangular solve with multiple right-hand sides (trsm) with A21 and

17



A00 ? ?

A10 ?

A20

A11 :=

chol(A11)

chol

A21 :=

A21A
−T
11

trsm

A22 :=

A22 −A21AT
21

syrk

Figure 2.3: The subproblems performed in the second iteration of the blocked algo-
rithm in Figure 2.2.

A11 is performed where A11 is assumed to be lower triangular after being updated

by chol. Finally A22 with A21 is updated using a symmetric rank-k update (syrk).

Both trsm and syrk are examples of level-3 BLAS operations.

We illustrate the partitions of the matrix updated during the second iteration

of the blocked algorithm for Cholesky factorization in Figure 2.3. The thick and

thin lines show how the loop progresses through the matrix. These updates are

performed in each iteration until the loop terminates when A00 subsumes the entire

matrix A.

A more systematic process for deriving algorithms, which is not central to

this dissertation and therefore is not discussed, has been applied a wide range of

dense linear algebra operations [16]. The resulting algorithms stride through their

matrix operands in very similar fashion, and hence the Cholesky factorization is

highly representative of operations in this problem domain.
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1 FLA_Error FLA_Chol_l_blk_var3( FLA_Obj A, dim_t nb )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 ,

5 A20 , A21 , A22;

6 dim_t b;

7
8 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

9 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

10
11 while ( FLA_Obj_length( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

12 {

13 b = min( FLA_Obj_length( ABR ), nb );

14 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

15 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

16 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

17 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

18 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

19 b, b, FLA_BR );

20 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

21 FLA_Chol( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , A11 );

22 FLA_Trsm( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

23 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

24 FLA_ONE , A11 , A21 );

25 FLA_Syrk( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

26 FLA_MINUS_ONE , A21 , FLA_ONE , A22 );

27 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

28 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

29 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

30 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

31 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

32 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

33 FLA_TL );

34 }

35 return FLA_SUCCESS;

36 }

Figure 2.4: FLAME/C implementation of the blocked algorithm in Figure 2.2.

2.3 Representing Algorithms in Code

When implementing linear algebra algorithms, programming language specific con-

structs typically obfuscate the code in the form of explicit indexing of submatrices.

The FLAME/C API was developed to abstract away many of these details in order

to preserve the semantic information found within the algorithms. We present the

FLAME/C implementation in Figure 2.4 of the blocked algorithm in Figure 2.2.

Notice that the FLAME/C API was typeset to closely resemble the FLAME nota-
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1 SUBROUTINE DPOTRF( N, A, LDA , NB, INFO )

2 *

3 INTEGER N, LDA , NB INFO

4 DOUBLE PRECISION A( LDA , * )

5 *

6 DOUBLE PRECISION ONE

7 PARAMETER ( ONE = 1.0D+0 )

8 INTEGER J, JB

9 EXTERNAL DPOTF2 , DTRSM , DSYRK

10 INTRINSIC MIN

11 *

12 INFO = 0

13 *

14 DO 10 J = 1, N, NB

15 JB = MIN( NB , N-J+1 )

16 CALL DPOTF2( ’Lower ’, JB, A( J, J ), LDA , INFO )

17 CALL DTRSM( ’Right ’, ’Lower ’, ’Transpose ’, ’Non -unit ’,

18 $ N-J-JB+1, JB, ONE , A( J, J ), LDA ,

19 $ A( J+JB, J ), LDA )

20 CALL DSYRK( ’Lower ’, ’No transpose ’,

21 $ N-J-JB+1, JB, -ONE , A( J+JB, J ), LDA ,

22 $ ONE , A( J+JB , J+JB ), LDA )

23 10 CONTINUE

24 *

25 RETURN

26 *

27 END

Figure 2.5: LAPACK-style implementation of the blocked algorithm in Figure 2.2.

tion and thus easily facilitate the translation from algorithm to implementation [20].

A similar FLAME/C implementation exists for the unblocked algorithm Figure 2.1

which uses a unit block size, and the updates consist of level-1 and level-2 BLAS

operations.

In Figure 2.5 we also present a LAPACK-style Fortran-77 implementation

of the same blocked algorithm in Figure 2.2. We can clearly see that nearly all

the semantic information found within the algorithm is lost in translation to this

implementation. For example, it is difficult to discern that the N-J-JB+1 rows

and JB columns referenced at A( J+JB, J ) represent A21. This implementation

also prescribes the use of column-major order storage with the explicit use of a

leading dimension for each matrix operand. On the other hand, the matrix storage

is completely abstracted away within the FLAME/C implementation.
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We believe the FLAME/C API supports programmability since the code

mirrors how we reason about linear algebra algorithms without introducing complex

indexing in both algorithm and implementation [105].

2.4 A Motivating Example: Inversion of a Symmetric

Positive Definite Matrix

The Cholesky factorization is a good vehicle for highlighting the programmability

issues, yet the literature contains many techniques for parallelizing this operation.

As such, we use inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix (spd-inv) as

another motivating example throughout this dissertation.

The traditional approach to implement inversion of an SPD matrix, e.g., as

employed by LAPACK, is to compute:

(1) Cholesky factorization A→ LLT (chol),

(2) inversion of a triangular matrix R := L−1 (trinv), and

(3) triangular matrix multiplication by its transpose A−1 := RTR (ttmm)

since

(LLT )−1 = L−TL−1 = RTR.

Each of these component operations has an operation count of approximately 1
3n

3,

and thus spd-inv requires approximately n3 computations. Asymptotic bounds

ignore constant multipliers, yet these constants are of paramount importance when

determining the operation cost for a linear algebra operation.

If only the lower triangular part of A is originally stored, each operation

can overwrite that lower triangular part of the original matrix A. In Figure 2.6

three blocked algorithmic variants for each of the three operations are shown. The

FLAME methodology can be used to systematically derive all of these algorithms,
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Algorithm: A := chol blk(A) A := trinv blk(A) A := ttmm blk(A)

Partition A→
(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
where ATL is 0× 0

while m(ATL) < m(A) do
Determine block size b
Repartition(

ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
→

 A00 ? ?

A10 A11 ?

A20 A21 A22


where A11 is b× b

chol trinv ttmm

Variant 1:
A10 := A10A

−T
00

A11 := A11 −A10A
T
10

A11 := chol(A11)

Variant 1:
A10 := A10A00

A10 := −A−1
11 A10

A11 := A−1
11

Variant 1:
A00 := A00 +AT10A10

A10 := AT11A10

A11 := AT11A11

Variant 2:
A11 := A11 −A10A

T
10

A11 := chol(A11)
A21 := A21 −A20A

T
10

A21 := A21A
−T
11

Variant 2:
A21 := A−1

22 A21

A21 := −A21A
−1
11

A11 := A−1
11

Variant 2:
A10 := AT11A10

A10 := A10 +AT21A20

A11 := AT11A11

A11 := A11 +AT21A21

Variant 3:
A11 := chol(A11)
A21 := A21A

−T
11

A22 := A22 −A21A
T
21

Variant 3:
A21 := −A21A

−1
11

A20 := A20 +A21A10

A10 := A−1
11 A10

A11 := A−1
11

Variant 3:
A11 := AT11A11

A11 := A11 +AT21A21

A21 := AT22A21

Continue with(
ATL ?

ABL ABR

)
←

 A00 ? ?

A10 A11 ?

A20 A21 A22


endwhile

Figure 2.6: Blocked algorithms for Cholesky factorization, inversion of a triangular
matrix, and triangular matrix multiplication by its transpose.
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but that topic goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. All the algorithms are

captured concisely in one figure, easily allowing us to compare and contrast. Thus, to

understand what computation is performed in the body of the loop by, e.g., blocked

Variant 3 for Cholesky factorization, one looks under the column marked chol in

the row marked Variant 3, ignoring all other operations. Note that blocked Cholesky

factorization Variant 3 is the right-looking algorithm presented in Figure 2.2. All of

these algorithmic variants can be and have been implemented using the FLAME/C

API similar to the one in Figure 2.4.

In many of the operations it is implicitly assumed that a matrix is lower

triangular and/or only the lower triangular part of a matrix is updated. For any

operation of the form Y := Y B−T it is implicitly assumed that B is lower triangular

and that Y is updated by the solution of XBT = Y so that B−T is never explicitly

computed. A similar comment holds for Y := B−1Y , which is implemented using

trsm.

The difficulty in parallelizing spd-inv is how to exploit parallelism between

all three of the component operations, which are called back-to-back-to-back. Tech-

niques such as lookahead typically apply to individual operations computed using a

single loop such as Cholesky factorization. For a further discussion of the traditional

techniques for parallelizing spd-inv, see [19].

2.5 Algorithms-by-Blocks

The FLAME/C API uses object-based matrix data structures that hide implemen-

tation details of matrices, such as data layout. Instead of representing matrices as a

single linear array of data, the storage scheme is encoded into the matrix object. By

storing matrices hierarchically, internal elements refer recursively to child objects

that represent submatrices. The storage-by-blocks scheme also has the advantage of

preserving spatial locality when accessing the submatrix blocks. We use the FLASH
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Chol_l_var3( FLA_Obj A )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 ,

5 A20 , A21 , A22;

6
7 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

8 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

9
10 while ( FLA_Obj_length( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

11 {

12 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

13 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

14 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

15 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

16 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

17 1, 1, FLA_BR );

18 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

19 FLA_Chol( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

20 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( A11 ) );

21 FLASH_Trsm( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

22 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

23 FLA_ONE , A11 , A21 );

24 FLASH_Syrk( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

25 FLA_MINUS_ONE , A21 , FLA_ONE , A22 );

26 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

27 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

28 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

29 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

30 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

31 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

32 FLA_TL );

33 }

34 return FLA_SUCCESS;

35 }

Figure 2.7: FLASH implementation of Variant 3 for Cholesky factorization.

extension to the FLAME/C API for storing, accessing, and computing over hierar-

chical matrices [79]. We assume that we only use one level of blocking for storing the

hierarchical matrices, yet the interface supports hierarchical matrices with arbitrary

depth. We also assume that we use a uniform, square storage block size throughout

each matrix, yet that is not a restriction imposed by the interface.

The blocked algorithms, which assume matrices are stored using the tradi-

tional “flat” column-major order storage, are then reformulated into algorithms-

by-blocks. In Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, we show the FLASH implementations for
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Trinv_l_var3( FLA_Obj A )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 ,

5 A20 , A21 , A22;

6
7 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

8 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

9
10 while ( FLA_Obj_length( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

11 {

12 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

13 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

14 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

15 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

16 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

17 1, 1, FLA_BR );

18 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

19 FLASH_Trsm( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

20 FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

21 FLA_MINUS_ONE , A11 , A21 );

22 FLASH_Gemm( FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

23 FLA_ONE , A21 , A10 , FLA_ONE , A20 );

24 FLASH_Trsm( FLA_LEFT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

25 FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

26 FLA_ONE , A11 , A10 );

27 FLA_Trinv( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

28 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( A11 ) );

29 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

30 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

31 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

32 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

33 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

34 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

35 FLA_TL );

36 }

37 return FLA_SUCCESS;

38 }

Figure 2.8: FLASH implementation of Variant 3 for inversion of a triangular matrix.

the three operations that compose spd-inv. We choose a particular variant to im-

plement for each of the three operations according to the algorithmic variant that

provides the best sequential performance from [19]. In Appendix B, we discuss the

effect of scheduling different algorithmic variants.

Here a unit block size is used since we are striding over the top-level matrix

that consists of references to the contiguously stored submatrix blocks. As a result,

the matrix object A11 references a single block on the diagonal of the matrix. We
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Ttmm_l_var1( FLA_Obj A )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 ,

5 A20 , A21 , A22;

6
7 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

8 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

9
10 while ( FLA_Obj_length( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

11 {

12 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

13 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

14 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

15 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

16 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

17 1, 1, FLA_BR );

18 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

19 FLASH_Syrk( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_TRANSPOSE ,

20 FLA_ONE , A10 , FLA_ONE , A00 );

21 FLASH_Trmm( FLA_LEFT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

22 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

23 FLA_ONE , A11 , A10 );

24 FLA_Ttmm( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

25 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( A11 ) );

26 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

27 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

28 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

29 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

30 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

31 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

32 FLA_TL );

33 }

34 return FLA_SUCCESS;

35 }

Figure 2.9: FLASH implementation of Variant 1 for triangular matrix multiplication
by its transpose, which calls triangular matrix-matrix multiplication (trmm) as a
subproblem.

use the macro FLASH OBJ PTR AT to access the submatrix block where the data is

stored.

In the typical FLAME/C implementations such as Figure 2.4, the calls to

trsm and syrk execute the problem instances directly on flat matrices with the

corresponding BLAS routines as shown in Figure 2.3. Since the matrices are now

stored by blocks, we need to decompose these operations into their component tasks

on blocks. We present the implementations of trsm and syrk for the specific
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Trsm_rltn( FLA_Obj alpha , FLA_Obj L,

2 FLA_Obj B )

3 /* Special case with input arguments

4 FLASH_Trsm ( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

5 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

6 ... );

7 Assumption : L consists of one block and

8 B consists of a column of blocks */

9 {

10 FLA_Obj BT , B0 ,

11 BB, B1 ,

12 B2;

13
14 FLA_Part_2x1( B, &BT,

15 &BB , 0, FLA_TOP );

16
17 while ( FLA_Obj_length( BT ) < FLA_Obj_length( B ) )

18 {

19 FLA_Repart_2x1_to_3x1( BT, &B0 ,

20 /* ** */ /* ** */

21 &B1 ,

22 BB, &B2,

23 1, FLA_BOTTOM );

24 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

25 FLA_Trsm( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

26 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

27 alpha , *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( L ),

28 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( B1 ) );

29 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

30 FLA_Cont_with_3x1_to_2x1( &BT , B0,

31 B1,

32 /* ** */ /* ** */

33 &BB , B2,

34 FLA_TOP );

35 }

36 return FLA_SUCCESS;

37 }

Figure 2.10: FLASH implementation of a block-panel triangular solve with multiple
right-hand sides.

problem instances incurred within Variant 3 of chol in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. A

similar FLASH implementation for panel-block general matrix-matrix multiplication

(gemm), which is called within Figure 2.11, also exists.

These FLASH implementations decompose the computation into component

tasks that operate on individual blocks and then directly execute the tasks on those

contiguously stored submatrix blocks.

We illustrate the tasks from the second iteration of chol that overwrite each
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Syrk_ln( FLA_Obj alpha , FLA_Obj A,

2 FLA_Obj beta , FLA_Obj C )

3 /* Special case with input arguments

4 FLASH_Syrk ( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

5 ... );

6 Assumption : A consists of a column of blocks */

7 {

8 FLA_Obj AT , A0,

9 AB, A1 ,

10 A2;

11 FLA_Obj CTL , CTR , C00 , C01 , C02 ,

12 CBL , CBR , C10 , C11 , C12 ,

13 C20 , C21 , C22;

14
15 FLA_Part_2x1( A, &AT,

16 &AB , 0, FLA_TOP );

17 FLA_Part_2x2( C, &CTL , &CTR ,

18 &CBL , &CBR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

19
20 while ( FLA_Obj_length( AT ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

21 {

22 FLA_Repart_2x1_to_3x1( AT, &A0 ,

23 /* ** */ /* ** */

24 &A1 ,

25 AB, &A2,

26 1, FLA_BOTTOM );

27 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

28 CTL , /**/ CTR , &C00 , /**/ &C01 , &C02 ,

29 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

30 &C10 , /**/ &C11 , &C12 ,

31 CBL , /**/ CBR , &C20 , /**/ &C21 , &C22 ,

32 1, 1, FLA_BR );

33 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

34 FLA_Syrk( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

35 alpha , *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( A1 ),

36 beta , *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( C11 ) );

37 FLASH_Gemm( FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_TRANSPOSE ,

38 alpha , A2, A1 , beta , C21 );

39 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

40 FLA_Cont_with_3x1_to_2x1( &AT , A0,

41 A1,

42 /* ** */ /* ** */

43 &AB , A2,

44 FLA_TOP );

45 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

46 &CTL , /**/ &CTR , C00 , C01 , /**/ C02 ,

47 C10 , C11 , /**/ C12 ,

48 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

49 &CBL , /**/ &CBR , C20 , C21 , /**/ C22 ,

50 FLA_TL );

51 }

52 return FLA_SUCCESS;

53 }

Figure 2.11: FLASH implementation of a panel-panel symmetric rank-k update.
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A1,1 :=

chol(A1,1)
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Figure 2.12: The tasks performed in the second iteration of the right-looking blocked
algorithm for Cholesky factorization on a 5 × 5 matrix of blocks along with the
operands for each task where A −:= B represents A := A − B. The subscripts in
each task’s name indicate the order in which the tasks are executed sequentially by
the corresponding algorithms-by-blocks.

block given a 5 × 5 matrix of blocks in Figure 2.12. We use the notation Ai,j to

denote the i, j-th block within the matrix of blocks. Here chol0 overwrites the

block A1,1, and the trsm subproblem on the column panel A21 is decomposed into

three tasks updating the blocks A2,1, A3,1, and A4,1. The syrk subproblem and

its gemm subproblem are also decomposed into component tasks in similar fashion.

This process is performed during each iteration of the outer loop of the blocked

Variant 3 for Cholesky factorization.

The only change from a blocked algorithm to an algorithm-by-blocks is to

ensure that the subproblems are all decomposed into their components tasks. The

resulting FLAME/C and FLASH implementations are nearly identical.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an overview of the tools developed within the FLAME

project for which we provided:

• Blocked algorithms for computing Cholesky factorization and inversion of a

symmetric positive definite matrix, linear algebra operations for which we use

as motivating examples throughout this dissertation.

• The corresponding implementations coded with the FLAME/C API where the

translation from algorithm to code is done seamlessly.

• The reformulation of the blocked algorithms to algorithms-by-blocks without

adding undue extra complexity to the code.

The resulting code mirrors how we reason about linear algebra algorithms, and thus

we have shown how the tools previously developed by the FLAME project address

programmability.

In the next chapter, we will show how to map an algorithm-by-blocks to a

directed acyclic graph from which we can exploit parallelism.
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Chapter 3

Analyzer

Instead of executing the tasks as we encounter them within an algorithm-by-blocks,

we instead store the tasks and detect data dependencies between all tasks to form

a directed acyclic graph.

In this chapter, we first analyze the different types of data dependencies that

occur within linear algebra algorithms. We then discuss the process for constructing

a DAG given an algorithm-by-blocks. Finally, we describe the interface to the

SuperMatrix runtime system.

3.1 Dependence Analysis

We first focus on how to detect data dependencies within linear algebra operations

in order to map an algorithm-by-blocks to a directed acyclic graph. There are three

types of data dependencies: flow, anti, and output.

In all the level-3 BLAS operations, the last operand is the only matrix that

is updated, both read and overwritten, by the operation whereas all preceeding

operands are strictly inputs. We leverage this feature of the interface to illustrate

data dependencies within linear algebra algorithms in this section.
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FLASH Chol1( ... , A11 );

FLASH Trsm1( ... , A11, A21 );

FLASH Syrk1( ... , A21, A22 );

FLASH Chol2( ... , A11 );

FLASH Trsm2( ... , A11, A21 );

FLASH Syrk2( ... , A21, A22 );

?

?

�
�	

�
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�	
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L
L
L
L
LL
�
�	

Figure 3.1: Flow dependencies between operations from the first two iterations
of the algorithm-by-blocks for Cholesky factorization Variant 3 where FLASH Chol
encapsulates the execution on the single block referenced by A11.

3.1.1 Flow Dependencies

Flow dependencies, often referred to as “true” dependencies, create situations where

a block is read by one task after it is written by a previous task (read-after-write).

S1: A = B + C;

S2: D = A + E;

In this simple example, statement S1 must complete execution and output the value

of A before S2 can begin.

We illustrate flow dependencies between operations from the first two itera-

tions of the algorithm-by-blocks for Cholesky factorization Variant 3 in Figure 3.1.

Intra-iterational flow dependencies are easily detectable in operations implemented

using the FLAME/C API since the same submatrix view that refers to the same data

is used in multiple code locations. In Figure 3.1, A11 is first written by FLASH Chol

and then read by FLASH Trsm in both the first and second iterations.

Inter-iterational flow dependencies can be more difficult to recognize sys-

tematically because different submatrix views may reference the same block across

multiple iterations. We show the blocks comprising different views in the first two
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A11

A22A21

A11

A22

A00

A21

A10

A20

Iteration 1 Iteration 2

Figure 3.2: First two iterations of a typical FLAME algorithm on a 5× 5 matrix of
blocks.

iterations of a typical FLAME algorithm in Figure 3.2. The top left block of A22

becomes A11 in the next iteration, which leads us to the flow dependency between

FLASH Syrk1 and FLASH Chol2 in Figure 3.1. This dependency is not obvious from

viewing the right-looking algorithm-by-blocks for Cholesky factorization.

Figure 3.3 (a) shows flow dependencies between the sub-operations that lie

within the loop of Figure 2.7. We capture both intra- and inter-iterational dependen-

cies more concisely than unrolling the loop as in Figure 3.1. We introduce backward

pointing arrows in Figure 3.3 (a) to correspond to the loop-carried, inter-iterational

dependencies shown in Figure 3.1.

Also notice in Figure 3.2 that the bottom right 3 × 3 matrix of blocks in

A22 from the first iteration becomes A22 in the second iteration. Therefore, a flow

dependency exists between FLASH Syrk1 and FLASH Syrk2 in Figure 3.1. Although

not shown in Figure 3.3 (a), this dependency forms a self loop on FLASH Syrk. A

similar self loop occurs within the FLASH Syrk in Figure 3.3 (c).

3.1.2 Anti-Dependencies

Anti-dependencies occur when a task must read a block before another task can

write to the same block (write-after-read).
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FLASH Chol( ... , A11 );

FLASH Trsm( ... , A11, A21 );

FLASH Syrk( ... , A21, A22 );

?
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AAK
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(a) Cholesky factorization

FLASH Trsm ( ... , A11, A21 );

FLASH Gemm ( ... , A21, A10, A20 );

FLASH Trsm ( ... , A11, A10 );

FLASH Trinv( ... , A11 );

�
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(b) Inversion of a triangular matrix

FLASH Syrk( ... , A10, A00 );

FLASH Trmm( ... , A11, A10 );

FLASH Ttmm( ... , A11 );
?

@
@R

�
�
�
��� 6

(c) Triangular matrix multiplication by its transpose

Figure 3.3: Dependencies within the loop of each operation shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8,
and 2.9. The plain arrows denote flow dependencies, and the arrows with a dash
denote anti-dependencies.

S3: F = A + G;

S4: A = H + I;

Here S3 must read the value of A before S4 overwrites it.

Only flow dependencies exist within chol, but trinv and ttmm both exhibit

flow and anti-dependencies. Both types of dependencies must be obeyed in order

to correctly construct the DAG for spd-inv. Figure 3.3 (b) and (c) shows flow and

anti-dependencies within trinv and ttmm, respectively. The plain arrows denote

flow dependencies, and the arrows with a dash denote anti-dependencies.
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As with flow dependencies, intra-iterational anti-dependencies are straight-

forward to locate. A10 is read by FLASH Syrk but then overwritten by FLASH Trmm

in Figure 3.3 (c).

However, inter-iterational anti-dependencies can be quite difficult to identify

by hand. In Figure 3.2, we can see that the top block of A21 becomes A10 in the

next iteration. This example results in an anti-dependency between FLASH Gemm

and FLASH Trsm in Figure 3.3 (b).

3.1.3 Output Dependencies

Output dependencies, the final class of dependencies, create situations where the

result of one operation is overwritten by the result of subsequent computation (write-

after-write).

S5: A = J + K;

S6: A = L + M;

In this example, S6 must be executed after S5 to ensure that A contains the correct

value.

In order to simplify the dependence analysis, we assume that operations

must first read the contents of an output matrix operand before overwritting it. As

a result, we only focus on flow and anti-dependencies where output dependencies

are detected as flow dependencies.

3.2 Mapping to an Algorithm-by-Blocks to a DAG

In Section 2.5 we showed how to formulate and then decompose algorithms-by-blocks

into component tasks. Then in Section 3.1 we analyzed data dependencies in linear

algebra algorithms. If we view tasks operating on blocks as the nodes in a graph

and data dependencies between those tasks as the edges, then we map algorithms-
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by-blocks to directed acyclic graphs.1 For example in Figure 2.12, flow dependencies

occur from chol0 to trsm1, trsm2, and trsm3 since chol0 overwrites A1,1, and

then the three trsm tasks read that block.

By systematically identifying all data dependencies between tasks, we map

the algorithm-by-blocks for chol to a DAG given a 4 × 4 matrix of blocks in Fig-

ure 3.4. The first nine nodes in the DAG correspond to the tasks depicted in

Figure 2.12 where the matrix operands’ indices are offset by one. We can see from

the DAG that there are plenty of opportunities for parallelism. For example, the

first three trsm tasks are independent of each other.

3.3 Constructing a DAG

In Figure 3.5, we present the algorithm for dynamically detecting data dependen-

cies and constructing a DAG used by the analyzer phase. The input is a loop-

based linear algebra algorithm just like the right-looking blocked algorithm in Fig-

ure 2.2. The algorithm in Figure 3.5 takes a specific problem instance in order to

step through the linear algebra algorithm, which includes algorithms for computing

all the sub-operations. For notational purposes, here we assume that the linear

algebra algorithm accesses flat matrices and strides through the matrix according

to an algorithmic block size b. We can perform this analysis on flat matrices, yet

we use storage-by-blocks to gain spatial locality when accessing each task’s matrix

operands and reduce false sharing between different computational threads during

the parallel execution of tasks. The block size manifests itself as the size of each

block. Here Ari,j and Awi,j encapsulate the data dependency information for each

block accessed by the linear algebra algorithm where the number of blocks depends

upon the specific input problem and block sizes.

We can build the DAG in Figure 3.4 given a 4× 4 matrix of blocks using the
1We use the words node and task interchangeably.
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Figure 3.4: DAG for Cholesky factorization on a 4× 4 matrix of blocks.
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Data: Linear algebra algorithm S, block size b
Result: Directed acyclic graph (V,E)
V := ∅; E := ∅;
foreach A ∈ Rm×n accessed by S do

for i to m
b do

for j to n
b do

Awi,j := ∅; Ari,j := ∅;
end

end
end
while Execute S do

Store task: V := V ∪ {t};
foreach Ai,j accessed by t do

î := i
b ; ĵ := j

b ;
Ar
î,ĵ

:= Ar
î,ĵ
∪ {t};

if Aw
î,ĵ
6= ∅ and Aw

î,ĵ
6= t then

Store flow dependency: E := E ∪ {〈Aw
î,ĵ
, t〉};

end
if Ai,j is overwritten by t then

foreach tr ∈ Ar
î,ĵ

do
if tr 6= t then

Store anti-dependency: E := E ∪ {〈tr, t〉};
end

end
Aw
î,ĵ

:= t; Ar
î,ĵ

:= ∅;
end

end
end

Figure 3.5: The algorithm that constructs a directed acyclic graph given a linear
algebra algorithm and block size.
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algorithm in Figure 3.5. We first store the task chol0 which reads and overwrites

block A0,0. Since A0,0 has not been accessed before, we know that block is ready to

be used. We then record that chol0 was the last task to overwrite A0,0. Next we

store trsm1, which reads A0,0, so we now have an occurrence of a flow dependency

between chol0 and trsm1. This process is repeated until all tasks are stored, and

the entire DAG is constructed.

Even though only one task can overwrite a block one at a time, multiple tasks

can read a block simultaneously. As a result, we maintain a list of tasks that have

read a particular block. If a task then overwrites that block, anti-dependencies occur

between the overwriting tasks and all of the tasks on the block’s list of read tasks.

Since output dependencies rarely occur within linear algebra algorithms, we use the

same mechanism for detecting flow dependencies to do so for output dependencies

where we assume all output operands must first be read by a task.

This algorithm will construct the DAG for any loop-based linear algebra

algorithm-by-blocks only using the input and output information for the component

tasks.

3.3.1 Sequential Execution of the Analyzer

Generating the DAG is done sequentially and cannot be easily parallelized. This

process only consists of allocating memory for the tasks and then detecting data

dependencies where the dependencies are stored as outgoing edges of a task.

If two or more tasks access the same block, the analyzer must look at each

task individually in order to determine if a data dependency occurs between the

tasks. If tasks do not access the same blocks, then those tasks can be stored in

parallel. Yet the analyzer does not know which blocks each task accesses until

each task is encountered. This lack of information restricts the ability to exploit

parallelism from the detection of data dependencies.
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3.3.2 Overlapping the Analyzer with the Dispatcher

A simple strategy for overcoming the sequential bottleneck of the analzyer phase is

to start the execution of tasks whenever at least one is stored. This strategy has the

limitation of restricting the use of one computational thread to perform the DAG

generation until the DAG is fully constructed. We will see that the computational

cost of storing a task is quite small compared to executing a matrix operation.

Therefore, the DAG can be generated during the execution of the first few tasks,

and then all threads will be available shortly afterwards.

We can also leverage this particular mechanism for limiting the amount of

memory needed to store the tasks. If the memory required for storing the tasks

reaches a certain threshold, the threads can start execution before the entire DAG

is constructed. Once a certain amount of tasks have been executed, one thread can

continue storing tasks.

Throughout the rest of the dissertation, we only consider the case where tasks

are dynamically and sequentially stored within the analyzer and the dispatcher is

not invoked until the entire DAG is fully constructed.

3.4 SuperMatrix Runtime System Interface

Up until this point in this chapter, we have discussed the conceptual details of

mapping an algorithm-by-blocks to a DAG. In this section, we dive into the im-

plementation details of the SuperMatrix runtime system in order to show what we

believe is the elegance of its interface.

Given a specific problem instance of an algorithm-by-blocks implemented us-

ing FLASH, we invoke the SuperMatrix runtime system [31, 32] in order to construct

the DAG dynamically during the analyzer phase and then schedule tasks in parallel

to execute on threads during the dispatcher phase.
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1 #include ‘‘FLAME.h’’

2
3 int main( int argc , char *argv[] )

4 {

5 FLA_Obj A, AH;

6 dim_t n, b;

7
8 /* Input n and b */

9
10 FLA_Init ();

11
12 FLA_Obj_create( FLA_DOUBLE , n, n, &A );

13 FLA_Random_spd_matrix( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , A );

14 FLASH_Obj_create_hier_copy_of_flat( A, 1, &b, &AH );

15
16 FLASH_Queue_begin ();

17 FLASH_Chol_l_var3 ( AH );

18 FLASH_Trinv_l_var3( AH );

19 FLASH_Ttmm_l_var1 ( AH );

20 FLASH_Queue_end ();

21
22 FLASH_Obj_flatten( AH , A );

23 FLASH_Obj_free( &AH );

24 FLA_Obj_free( &A );

25
26 FLA_Finalize ();

27
28 return 0;

29 }

Figure 3.6: Parallel region interface to invoke the SuperMatrix runtime system for
performing inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix using the implementa-
tions in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

We present a simple test code in Figure 3.6. The parameter n equals the

overall matrix size, and b is the storage block size of the hierarchical matrix. The

routines FLA Init and FLA Finalize in Lines 10 and 26 initialize and finalize the

library environment in which SuperMatrix is embedded.

3.4.1 Creating Hierarchical Matrices

In Lines 12–14 of Figure 3.6, we present the interface for creating a flat matrix, filling

it to produce an SPD matrix, and then copying that flat matrix to a hierarchical

copy. Lines 22–24 show the routines for copying a hierarchical matrix back into a

flat matrix and then freeing the memory of the respective matrix objects.
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This test code only presents one example of creating hierarchical matrices.

There also exists routines for creating and filling hierarchical matrices directly with-

out first creating a corresponding flat copy. These routines are inspired by interfaces

for creating and accessing matrices for distributed-memory computer architectures

within PLAPACK [104]

Once we create the hierarchical matrix, the block size does not manifest itself

anywhere else in the code since we stride over the matrix of blocks using the top-

level matrix composed of references to the contiguously stored submatrix blocks. In

other words, the computation obeys the hierarchical matrix structure.

We embed pointers within the contiguously stored blocks of a hierarchical

matrix in order to perform the data dependency analysis during the analyzer phase.

3.4.2 Parallel Regions

SuperMatrix uses parallel regions to identify the operations from which to exploit

parallelism. We present the parallel region for spd-inv in Lines 16–20 of Figure 3.6.

All the code in between FLASH Queue begin and FLASH Queue end specifies

the parallel region. At the start of the parallel region, the analyzer is invoked which

stores all tasks and constructs the DAG for all three operations together. The

dispatcher will then be called at the end of the parallel region in order to execute

all the tasks. The begin and end routines can also be nested recursively and across

multiple functions interprocedurally, so the analyzer phase starts storing tasks at

the outermost begin, and the dispatcher phase will not be invoked until reaching

the outermost end.

Only SuperMatrix enabled operations can exist within a parallel region;

otherwise sequential semantics will not be maintained. For example, the routine

FLASH Random matrix fills a matrix with random values, yet it is not a SuperMa-

trix supported routine. If this routine is placed within the parallel region overwriting
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1 #define ENQUEUE_FLASH_Gemm( transA , transB , \

2 alpha , A, B, \

3 beta , C, cntl ) \

4 FLASH_Queue_push( (void *) FLA_Gemm , \

5 (void *) cntl , \

6 ‘‘Gemm’’, \

7 2, 2, 2, 1, \

8 transA , transB , \

9 alpha , beta , \

10 A, B, C )

Figure 3.7: Macro definition for storing a task for the SuperMatrix runtime system.

AH, then the data will be corrupted before the tasks are executed in parallel.

3.4.3 Task Interface

As discussed, the only information needed to detect dependencies are the input and

output operands of each task. The FLAME/C API for gemm C := αAB + βC is

specified with:

FLA Gemm( FLA NO TRANSPOSE, FLA NO TRANSPOSE, alpha, A, B, beta, C );

Figure 3.7 shows the macro definition for storing a gemm task with SuperMatrix.

The first operand of FLASH Queue push is a pointer to the function to be executed.

The second is a pointer to a control structure only used internally for which users

can pass in a null pointer, and the string is also only used internally for debugging

purposes. The four integers indicate the number of operational arguments, constant

multipliers, input matrix operands, and output matrix operands, respectively.

3.4.4 SuperMatrix Enabled FLASH Implementation

The FLASH implementation in Figure 2.7 is not SuperMatrix enabled since the

code immediately executes the tasks as opposed to storing them during the analyzer

phase. We present the SuperMatrix enabled FLASH implementation for Cholesky

factorization in Figure 3.8. We replace FLA Chol in Line 21 of Figure 2.7 with a

macro for storing a chol task. The same can be done on in Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10,
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_Chol_l_var3( FLA_Obj A )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 ,

5 A20 , A21 , A22;

6
7 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

8 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

9
10 FLASH_Queue_begin ();

11 while ( FLA_Obj_length( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_length( A ) )

12 {

13 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

14 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

15 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

16 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

17 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

18 1, 1, FLA_BR );

19 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

20 ENQUEUE_FLASH_Chol( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

21 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( A11 ) );

22 FLASH_Trsm( FLA_RIGHT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

23 FLA_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NONUNIT_DIAG ,

24 FLA_ONE , A11 , A21 );

25 FLASH_Syrk( FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

26 FLA_MINUS_ONE , A21 , FLA_ONE , A22 );

27 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

28 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

29 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

30 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

31 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

32 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

33 FLA_TL );

34 }

35 FLASH_Queue_end ();

36
37 return FLA_SUCCESS;

38 }

Figure 3.8: SuperMatrix enabled FLASH implementation of Variant 3 for Cholesky
factorization where the differences from Figure 2.7 are highlighted in orange.

and 2.11 with the appropriate corresponding task storing macros, so all tasks are

stored instead of executed within a parallel region. We also placed the begin and

end routines within the FLASH implementation in order to nest parallel regions,

which should be present in every SuperMatrix enabled FLASH implementation. As

a result, if the begin and end routines in Figure 3.6 are removed, each of the three

component operations of spd-inv are parallelized individually by the SuperMatrix
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runtime system.

By invoking the SuperMatrix runtime system for constructing a DAG and

subsequently scheduling the tasks to threads in parallel, we exploit parallelism with-

out introducing any additional complexity to the code that implements the linear

algebra algorithm.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we described the analyzer phase for which we provided:

• The systematic dependence analysis of linear algebra algorithms.

• The process for constructing a DAG from an algorithm-by-blocks using the

input and output parameters of each task.

• The interface for invoking the SuperMatrix runtime system that requires few

changes to the code that implements an algorithm-by-blocks.

We address programmability through the separation of concerns between analyzer

and dispatcher. Once the analyzer phase completes constructing a DAG, the dis-

patcher phase is invoked to schedule and dispatch tasks to threads, which we will

describe in the next chapter.

The astute reader may wonder why we do not perform the analyzer phase

statically. Indeed, this static dependence analysis is possible, which is discussed in

Appendix C. In Section 4.8.5 we will show that the analyzer phase only accounts for

a small percentage of the total execution time compared to the dispatcher, which is

why we do not discuss it as part of this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Dispatcher

Given the separation of concerns between the code that implements the linear al-

gebra algorithm and the runtime system, we propose and experiment with different

scheduling algorithms and heuristics.

Work stealing is a well-known scheduling algorithm that has the proven time

bound of O(T/p + D) where T is the total amount of work, p is the number of

threads, and D is the critical path length of the computation [25]. Here we deal

strictly with the scheduling of matrix computations on shared-memory architectures,

and that bound does not provide meaningful insight about the potential performance

of work stealing compared to other scheduling algorithms. For dense linear algebra

operations, the constant in front of the leading cost term is paramount. As opposed

to proving asymptotic time and space bounds, we use queueing theory to motivate

different scheduling algorithms.

In this chapter, we describe the dispatching of tasks to threads in Section 4.1.

In Section 4.2 we provide an overview of queueing theory that we use to catego-

rize different scheduling algorithms in Section 4.3. We present a new scheduling,

motivated by queueing theory, that addresses both load balance and data locality

simultaneously in Section 4.6. Then we provide performance results comparing our
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foreach task in DAG do
if task is ready then

Enqueue task
end

end
while tasks are available do

Dequeue task
Execute task
foreach dependent task do

Update dependent task
if dependent task is ready then

Enqueue dependent task
end

end
end

Figure 4.1: The algorithm that all threads execute in order to dispatch and schedule
tasks from a directed acyclic graph.

runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology using various scheduling algorithms

and heuristics versus other high performance libraries in Section 4.8.

4.1 Dispatching Tasks to Threads

Once the DAG has been fully constructed, the dispatcher phase is invoked where

the threads are spawned, tasks are scheduled and dispatched to threads, and finally

the threads are joined back together once all tasks have been executed. Figure 4.1

presents the algorithm that every thread performs in order to dispatch tasks.

Let us represent a DAG as (V,E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the

set of edges. As such, ti, tj ∈ V are nodes in the graph, and 〈ti, tj〉 ∈ E is a directed

edge from ti to tj .

If there is a directed edge from node ti to node tj , then ti is the parent of

tj , and tj is the child of ti. A root is a node with no parents. We define a ready

task as one that is either a root or all of its parents have been executed. A task is
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available if it is ready and waiting to be executed. A dependent task is the child

of a given task. We update a dependent task by notifying it that one of its parents

has been executed. The enqueue and dequeue routines perform the scheduling of

tasks, which we will discuss further in Section 4.3.

For example, chol0 is the only root in the DAG, presented once again in

Figure 4.2, and thus is enqueued as an initial ready task. Some thread, determined

by the scheduling heuristic, will dequeue that task, execute it, and then update its

dependent tasks trsm1, trsm2, and trsm3, all of which will then become ready.

The need for mutual exclusion arises only at four modularized locations

within the dispatcher. The first two occur when invoking the enqueue and de-

queue routines. The third involves updating each dependent task, and the final one

comes when checking the terminating condition of the loop to see if any ready and

available tasks remain.

4.1.1 Proof of Completion

When an algorithm-by-blocks is mapped as a graph, directed edges exist because of

the property that one task produces a value and a subsequent task consumes that

value. The graph is acyclic since a sequential execution of tasks exists where a task

cannot depend upon a task that occurs after it does, and hence there cannot exist

any loops. A tree is not formed since a task can depend on more than one task. As

a result, a directed acyclic graph is always constructed.

The algorithm in Figure 4.1 is guaranteed to terminate given an arbitrary

DAG. A simple proof by contradiction can be used to validate this fact. Assume

that there exists at least one task that is not executed. That extraneous task must

have at least one un-executed parent; otherwise it would be ready and available.

This one un-executed parent can only exist if inductively one of its parents also has

not been executed. Since we have a finite set of tasks in the DAG, there must exist
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Figure 4.2: DAG for Cholesky factorization on a 4 × 4 matrix of blocks where the
height of each node within the DAG is highlighted in orange.
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an un-executed task that is a root. If no such task exists, then there exists a loop

in the graph, and this fact violates the property that the DAG is an acyclic graph.

If there does exist a root that has not been executed, then this situation leads to

a contradiction since that task would be ready and subsequently executed by the

dispatcher.

4.2 Queueing Theory

Here we give an overview of classic definitions and results from queueing theory. We

apply queueing theory to the scheduling of matrix computations mapped to a DAG

in order to motivate and analyze different scheduling algorithms in Section 4.6.3

instead of attempting to provide asymptotic time and space bounds.

Queueing theory was first developed to analyze communication networks [45],

and it is the study of waiting lines where customers from a source must wait for

a service [54]. In this problem domain, customers are tasks, and the source is a

DAG, and a service is execution of those tasks on a processing element by a thread.

We use Kendall’s notation [68] for describing queueing systems:

A/B/c/K/m/Z

where A is the arrival distribution, B is the service time distribution, c is the number

of the servers in the system, K is the maximum capacity of a queue, m is the number

of customers in the source, and Z is the the queue discipline.

We assume that the arrival and service time distributions are both exponen-

tial, which is denoted with M . For instance the exponential distribution for arrival

times can be described as

P [τ ≤ t] = 1− e−λt

where τ is the interarrival time of the next customer to the system and λ is the
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Queueing Theory Definitions
L Expected number of customers in the system
λ Average customer arrival rate to the system
W Expected time a customer spends in the system
Wq Expected time a customer spends in a queue
Ws Expected customer service time
µ Average customer service rate per server
ρ Server utilization

Table 4.1: A list of some basic queueing theory definitions where the expected values
result from a steady state of the queueing system.

arrival rate of customers at some time t [6]. There is also a general distribution

G where no assumptions are made about the distribution. The number of servers

equals the number of threads p. Kendall’s notation can be abbreviated to the first

three categories where typically the maximum capacity and the size of the source

are both assumed to be infinite and the queue discipline is first-in first-out (FIFO).

For instance an M/M/p system represents M/M/p/∞/∞/FIFO.

In Table 4.1 we present some common symbols used in queueing theory.

Little’s formula [78] for the expected number of customers in the queueing system

in a steady state is

L = λW. (4.1)

A queueing system reaches a steady state after a sufficient number of customers

have arrived to fill the queues, and thus the expected number of customers in the

system is independent of the time elapsed. The expected time of customers spent

in the system is

W = Wq +Ws (4.2)

which equals the waiting time in a queue plus the time for servicing. The average

service rate per server is

µ =
1
Ws

(4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Depictions of a single-queue multi-server system (left) and a multi-queue
multi-server system (right) each with p processing elements.

which is the rate customers are processed when a server is busy. Server utilization

is then

ρ =
λ

cµ
(4.4)

which represents the probability any server in the system is busy. We will assume

that ρ < 1 in order for the queueing system to reach a steady state.

Whenever a queueing system decreases its expected waiting time or increases

server utilization, we equate that to an increase in load balance. We can also model

a decrease in data communication by a decrease in the expected service time or

inversely as an increase in the average service rate.

4.2.1 Single vs. Multiple Queues

In Figure 4.3, we depict two multi-server queueing systems. A single-queue multi-

server system is in the left where all servers access one queue, which represents an

M/M/p system. A multi-queue multi-server system is in the right where each server

has its own dedicated queue, which represents a system with p separate M/M/1

queues.

It is quite intuitive that servicing multiple servers using a single queue is

more efficient than doing so from separate queues. There is nonzero probability
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that a customer will be waiting for a service in one of the p independent queues

while another server is idle. On the other hand, that situation cannot occur in an

M/M/p queue since a customer at the head of the queue is serviced as soon as a

server is available. As an example, grocery stores use independent M/M/1 queues

to service each cashier in order to increase the time shoppers spend waiting to get

checked out, which allows the stores to entice shoppers with last minute candy and

magazine purchases. Banks use an M/M/p queue where a single line services p

tellers to reduce the time customers spend waiting in line.

This insight was proven in [99]. If we denote the expected waiting time within

a queue of an M/M/p queue as W 1
q and p-M/M/1 queues as W p

q , then it was shown

that

W 1
q ≤W p

q

where W 1
s = W p

s and λ1 = λp. One of the methods of proof in [99] does not require

the assumption of an exponential distribution for either the arrival or service times,

so this analysis can apply to G/G/p and p-G/G/1 queueing systems.

4.2.2 Conservation Law of Priority Queues

Many queue disciplines exist besides FIFO such as last-in first-out (LIFO), random

selection for service (RSS), or priority service (PRI). A priority service is one where

customers are assigned priorities, and the queue is sorted according to those prior-

ities. Ties can be broken between customers with the same priority according to a

FIFO order. We will deal with nonpreemptive priority queues where a customer

will complete its service even if a customer with a higher priority arrives.

If we denote the expected waiting time of customers in a system with a

FIFO queue discipline as WFIFO and one with priority service as WPRI , then the

conservation law states that

WFIFO = WPRI .
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The conservation law applies to any queue discipline as long as the priority is not

dependent upon service times and servers are not left intentionally idle while cus-

tomers wait. This law was proven in [70, 71] for M/G/1 queues and then extended

to G/G/1 queues in [96] and finally to G/G/p queues in [14]. The conservation

law is also quite intuitive since it is an example of a zero-sum game. The time a

customer saves waiting in the queue by getting serviced earlier results in another

customer having to wait longer. While the expected waiting time will stay the same,

its distribution will change to have a wider variance when using PRI instead of FIFO

queue discipline. The arrival and service time distributions are not affected by the

varying use of queue disciplines.

4.2.3 Application of Queueing Theory to Matrix Computations

A single queue implementation requires the need for mutual exclusion when enqueue-

ing and dequeueing from that shared resource. This bottleneck can potentially limit

the speedup of parallel applications through serializing the access to that single

queue. This overhead is nearly negligible in this problem domain because the data

granularity of each task greatly outweighs the cost of acquiring mutual exclusion.

Each task is composed of matrix computations which perform O(n3) operations on

O(n2) data where n is the matrix dimension.

In order to relate the scheduling of matrix computations to queueing theory,

we need to make several simplifying assumptions. The arrival times of tasks do

not follow an exponential distribution since the enqueueing of tasks is dependent

on the structure of the source DAG and is only done when a task’s parent tasks

have finished execution. Since threads execute and enqueue tasks asynchronously

once reaching a steady state, we make the simplifying assumption of an exponential

arrival time distribution.

As we will show in Section 4.6, the service times of each task do not follow a
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Markovian property where each is “memoryless” of the ones executed before itself.

For the time being, we will assume that we can model the execution times of each

task using its floating point operation count, which do not depend upon the state

of tasks executed previously. Since we typically store hierarchical matrices using

a uniform storage block size, each task operates on blocks of equal size, so the

computational costs of each task have the same order of magnitude, typically O(b3)

where b is the block size.

We know that the maximum queue capacity and the size of the source

is K where K is now defined as the number of tasks in a DAG. We then have

M/M/p/K/K and p-M/M/1/K/K queues where each have a FIFO or PRI queue

discipline. In the p-M/M/1 queue system, each queue is bounded to K because

of the case where all tasks are assigned to one particular queue. The analysis of a

queueing system can be simplified by assuming infinite queue capacity and source

size.

Through these simplifying assumptions, we can apply the analysis of these

multi-server systems for scheduling matrix computations. Note that both the single

versus multiple queue and priority queue analyses can be applied to systems with

general arrival and service time distributions. As such, the use of a single queue

implementation results in better load balancing since it reduces the time tasks spend

waiting to be executed by a thread and thus increases the server utilization where

the threads are kept busy executing more frequently.

4.3 Scheduling Algorithms

How threads enqueue and dequeue tasks within the dispatcher determines the schedul-

ing of those tasks. We present three scheduling algorithms categorized according to

the queueing system each implements.
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4.3.1 Single FIFO Queue

Here all tasks are enqueued at the tail of a single queue, and all threads dequeue

tasks from the head, which results in a FIFO order. Whenever tasks are ready and

available, an idle thread immediately dequeues a task to execute as soon as it gains

mutual exclusion to the global queue. Because of this property, this scheduling

algorithm reduces the amount of time each thread idles.

In Figure 4.4, we present the simulated execution of spd-inv on a 4× 4 ma-

trix of blocks scheduled using a single FIFO queue implementation. For illustration

purposes, this simulation assumes that each thread performs lock-step synchroniza-

tion after executing a single task, which we denote as a single stage despite the tasks

have different computational costs.

Our runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology constructs a single

DAG for spd-inv even though tasks are stored from the three different component

operations. Since tasks are scheduled and dispatched whenever they are ready and

available as dictated by the data dependencies within the DAG, tasks are executed in

an out-of-order fashion. As a result, this scheduling algorithm provides near optimal

load balancing in this example because of its ability to reorder tasks originating from

the different component operations of spd-inv. For instance in stage 9, a ttmm task

is executed before many tasks originating from Cholesky factorization.

4.3.2 Multiple Queues

We present two scheduling algorithms based upon a multi-queue multi-server system.

Data Affinity

We introduced the idea of data affinity in [31] where tasks are assigned to threads

according to a simple owner computes rule. A thread executes all tasks that over-

write a particular block. One task to thread assignment is a two-dimensional block
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Stage Scheduled Tasks
1 chol

2 trsm trsm trsm trsm

3 syrk gemm syrk gemm

4 gemm syrk gemm gemm

5 gemm syrk chol trsm

6 trsm trsm trsm trsm

7 trsm trsm trinv syrk

8 gemm syrk gemm gemm

9 syrk ttmm chol trsm

10 trsm trsm trsm trsm

11 gemm gemm gemm syrk

12 gemm syrk trsm chol

13 trsm trsm trinv syrk

14 trsm gemm gemm gemm

15 gemm trmm syrk trsm

16 trsm ttmm chol trsm

17 syrk trinv gemm syrk

18 gemm gemm gemm trmm

19 trmm trsm trsm trsm

20 trsm trsm trsm trsm

21 ttmm syrk gemm syrk

22 trinv gemm gemm trinv

23 syrk syrk gemm syrk

24 trmm gemm trmm gemm

25 trmm syrk gemm gemm

26 ttmm gemm trmm trmm

27 syrk trmm

28 trmm

29 ttmm

Figure 4.4: Simulated execution of inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix
on a 5 × 5 matrix of blocks using four threads. Each column represents the tasks
executed on separate threads. For illustration purposes, this simulation assumes that
each thread performs lock-step synchronization after executing a single task, which
we denote as a single stage. The tasks colored cyan originate from the Cholesky
factorization, grey from triangular inversion, and magenta from triangular matrix
multiplication by its transpose.
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cyclic (2D) distribution where blocks are mapped to a mesh of threads according

to its row and column indices within the matrix of blocks. This 2D assignment

was inspired by its previous use on distributed-memory architectures in libraries

such as ScaLAPACK [21] and PLAPACK [104]. Another example is a round-robin

assignment of blocks to threads, amongst other assignments.

Each thread has its own associated FIFO queue from which it dequeues. A

thread may need to enqueue ready dependent tasks to the particular queue that

task is assigned, which might not be itself.

Data affinity attempts to optimize for data locality. By only allowing one

thread to overwrite a particular block, we try to restrict the total number of threads

that access a block. If thread affinity is used where a thread is bound to a certain

processing element by the operating system, then we reduce data communication

through this conceptually simple scheduling algorithm.

Work Stealing

Work stealing also has separate FIFO queues for each thread. All initial ready tasks

are assigned to a particular thread. As tasks execute, all of the ready dependent

tasks are enqueued to the same thread that executes their parent. If a task has

multiple parents, then the thread that performs the last update to enable that

dependent task to become ready enqueues the task onto its own queue. If an idle

thread’s associated queue is empty, it attempts to steal a task from the tail of a

randomly selected thread’s queue until one is found or all tasks are executed [25].

Work stealing is akin to a multi-queue multi-server queueing system with

jockeying where tasks can switch queues to ones with shorter waiting lines [54].

As a result, work stealing has the same load balancing properties as a single FIFO

queue implementation. This fact is quite intuitive since idle threads will continuously

attempt to steal a task until one is found, which mimics the behavior of an idle thread
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Scheduling Queues Queueing System
Single FIFO queue 1 M/M/p

Data affinity p p-M/M/1
Work stealing p p-M/M/1
Cache affinity 1 M/M/p/∞/∞/PRI

Table 4.2: A list of the different scheduling algorithms and the number of queues
and the type of queueing system used by each where p is the number of threads.

accessing the head task of a single queue.

A work stealing optimization for data locality was addressed in [1] where

each thread has an associated mailbox along with its queue. A thread enqueues a

ready dependent task onto its own queue as usual but also places it in the task’s

assigned mailbox. Before a thread attempts to steal, it first checks its mailbox to

see if there are any ready and available tasks. Again, a 2D distribution can be used

to assign tasks to threads’ mailboxes.

4.3.3 Recap

We provide an overview of these different scheduling algorithms along with the

number of queues required for each and the type of queueing systems each represents

in Table 4.2 from which we will discuss cache affinity in Section 4.6.

A single queue implementation reduces the time threads are idle while intro-

ducing a bottleneck through the need to gain mutual exclusion in order access the

global queue. Scheduling with data affinity is highly dependent upon the task to

thread assignment which may create wide load inbalances, yet the cost of enqueuing

and dequeuing from queues dedicated to each thread is much less expensive. Work

stealing also optimizes for load balancing without the global bottleneck, yet it in-

troduces an extra level of randomness into the scheduling. Thus, there is a tension

between conflicting interests.
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4.4 Priority Queue Heuristics

The aforementioned three scheduling algorithms all use FIFO queues where the

scheduling of tasks is dependent upon the order in which the tasks are stored. In

addition, each of the three can use priority queues where tasks are sorted according

to a certain heuristic.

Incomparable nodes in a DAG are a set of nodes for which there is not

a directed path between any pair of nodes where a path is a sequence of edges

connecting two nodes. As such, incomparable nodes can potentially be executed in

parallel. For example in Figure 4.2, syrk15 and chol16 are incomparable. When

given the choice between scheduling those two tasks, chol16 could be selected first

because it has three descendants versus just two for syrk15. A node tj is a descen-

dant of node ti if there is a directed path from ti to tj . This example demonstrates

the use of sorting tasks according to the height of a node, which is highlighted in

Figure 4.2, where the height is the longest path from a node to a leaf. A leaf is

a node with no children, and chol19 is the only leaf in this DAG. This heuristic

favors tasks on the critical path of execution, the greatest height of a root in the

DAG, which in this example is ten where chol0 → trsm1 → syrk4 → chol10 →

trsm11 → syrk13 → chol16 → trsm17 → syrk18 → chol19 must be executed in

order.

Another heuristic is the number of children of a task. For instance trsm12

would be selected before syrk13 in this case despite both tasks having the same

height. The total number of descendants of a task is another heuristic. We can also

augment the different heuristics by using a weighted sum according to the floating

point operation count of each task.

These heuristics are all dependent upon the structure of the DAG. As such,

the use of these heuristics attempts to increase load balance by enabling tasks to

become ready and available earlier than they would be if scheduled in FIFO order.
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4.5 Optimizations

We provide two optimizations for dispatching tasks to threads: prefetching and

thread preference. These optimizations aide in improving performance without

changing the basic principles of the basic dispatching algorithm in Figure 4.1. In

Figure 4.5, we present these two optimizations along with the mechanism to deal-

locate the memory associated with each task in parallel once that task has been

executed and all of its dependent tasks have been updated.

4.5.1 Prefetching

When threads start executing tasks, the caches of each processing core associated

with a thread are virtually devoid of any data pertinent to the execution of those

tasks. As a result, the first several tasks always incur a cache miss when accessing

its blocks. In order to warm up the caches, we prefetch the blocks accessed by those

first tasks. The idea is that most threads are initially idle, and thus prefetching does

not cost anything for these threads.

In Figure 4.5, we first enqueue all the initial ready tasks. As we traverse

all the stored tasks to find the ready ones, we log the N blocks accessed by the

first tasks where N is the size of the L3 or L2 cache divided by the storage block

size of the hierarchical matrix. Every thread then touches those N blocks before

entering the loop by reading each block, striding through them with an increment

the size of an individual L1 cache line. In doing so, we preload the caches with

blocks without needing to access each element and incur additional cache misses

during the execution of a task. In Figure 4.2, the first four blocks accessed are A0,0,

A1,0, A2,0, and A3,0 by the tasks chol0, trsm1, trsm2, and trsm3.
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foreach task in DAG do
if task is ready then

Enqueue task
end

end
Prefetch blocks
while tasks are available do

if saved task 6= ∅ then
Dequeue task

else
Use saved task
Saved task := ∅

end
if task 6= ∅ then

Execute task
Dequeue saved task
foreach dependent task do

Update dependent task
if dependent task is ready then

if saved task = ∅ then
Save dependent task

else if dependent task > saved task
then

Enqueue saved task
Save dependent task

else
Enqueue dependent task

end
end

end
Free task

end
end

Figure 4.5: The algorithm that all threads execute in order to dispatch and schedule
tasks from a directed acyclic graph incorporating prefetching and thread preference
where a task is greater than another task if it has a higher priority.
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4.5.2 Thread Preference

We also present the second optimization, which we call thread preference, in Fig-

ure 4.5. This optimization can only be applied if we have fewer queues than threads.

When tasks enqueue dependent tasks, it is more likely that another thread dequeues

the newly enqueued task since idle threads are continously polling to dequeue a task.

In many situations, we want the same thread that enqueues a task to also execute its

dependent tasks in order to preserve data locality. We implement thread preference

in order to allow the enqueuing thread to have the first chance at dequeuing a task.

For instance in Figure 4.2, we want the same thread to execute syrk18 and chol19

since both tasks update A3,3.

After a thread executes a task, it first dequeues and saves a new task. If

a dependent task becomes ready, that thread sees if that newly ready task has a

higher priority than the recently saved task. If so, that thread replaces the saved

task and executes it once the updating of all dependent tasks is complete.

4.5.3 Recap

Both of these optimizations improve the performance of most of the scheduling

algorithms, particularly the new cache affinity scheduling algorithm, which we will

describe next. Prefetching benefits data locality on the outset of execution while

thread preference limits the variability of tasks executing on threads.

4.6 Cache Affinity

In Section 4.3, we presented several different scheduling algorithms that attempt to

optimize for either load balance or data locality. Here we describe and analyze a

new scheduling algorithm that strives to balance these two aspects simultaneously.

The performance of a single FIFO queue and 2D data affinity are roughly
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the same when executing the Cholesky factorization with a 4000× 4000 matrix on

the target architecture described in Section 4.8.1. After instrumenting the code

and gathering the execution times for each task, we found that each thread was

idle for almost 27% of the parallel execution time when using 2D data affinity

while the single FIFO queue incurred idle threads only 17% of the time. A single

queue provides better load balance than multiple queues as explained in Section 4.2,

which is highlighted by this example, yet the explanation for the similar performance

signatures despite this discrepancy lies with the reduction in data movement.

4.6.1 A Brief Overview of a Cache Coherence Protocol

We assume a write-once cache coherence protocol is used to provide the shared-

memory parallel abstraction [11, 51] where a cache line can be one of four states.

An invalid cache line is one that has been invalidated by updates to the same data

on another cache, so the data is incoherent. It is valid if it has been read into the

cache and is not modified. A cache line is reserved if it is the only copy of the data

in any cache. It is dirty if the cache line has been modified, but the data has not

been written back to main memory.

When a thread accesses a cache line, only one of four occurrences can happen.

On a read hit, the data is in the cache and no state change occurs. A thread reads

from main memory for a read miss, but if there is a dirty copy in any other cache,

it first must be written back. Any dirty or reserved cache lines will then become

valid ones. On a write hit, dirty or reserved cache lines are modified and set to

dirty. Valid cache lines become reserved, and then the modified data is immediately

written back to main memory, and all other copies become invalid. A write miss

invokes the same state changes as a read miss followed by a write hit.
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4.6.2 Scheduling with Software Caches

Data affinity performs particurlarly well because there is a high likelihood that

there is a cache hit for the blocks updated by each task. We want to replicate this

behavior without needing the restriction of using multiple queues. In order to do

so, we maintain a software cache for each thread that approximates the contents

of the physical cache for the associated processing element to which a thread is

mapped. The data granularity in this problem domain allows us to amortize the

cost of managing these software caches quite efficiently.

We make several simplifying abstractions. The software cache uses a least

recently used (LRU) replacement policy. Each cache line is the size of a submatrix

block, and the cache is fully associative. The cache is kept coherent using a simplified

write-once protocol where each cache line is either valid or invalid, ignoring the

reserved and dirty states. We can also simulate a subset of threads sharing a cache.

When a thread executes a task, the software caches are updated with the

following two steps: (1) Updating the software cache belonging to the thread that

executes the particular task with the task’s input and output matrix block operands.

If the block already resides in the software cache, there is a cache hit, and the block

is marked as most recently used. If there is a cache miss, then the least recently

used block is evicted, and the block is logged as most recently used onto the software

cache. (2) Write invalidating all copies of the output blocks residing on the other

software caches.

In Figure 4.6, we present the blocks residing in the cache of each thread

during the simulated execution of the DAG from Figure 4.2. In the first two stages,

there is only one cache hit with A0,0 on thread 1 since the caches are cold. On

the other hand, the last two stages have three cache hits since the cache on thread

1 has sufficiently warmed up. Since we are using a single FIFO queue scheduling

algorithm where the first thread always gains mutual exclusion before the second
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Stage Thread 1 Thread 2

1
chol0

(A0,0)

2
trsm1 trsm2

(A1,0, A0,0) (A2,0, A0,0)

3
trsm3 syrk4

(A3,0, A0,0, A1,0) (A1,1, A1,0, A2,0, A0,0)

4
gemm5 gemm6

(A2,1, A2,0, A1,0, A3,0) (A3,1, A3,0, A1,0, A1,1)

5
syrk7 gemm8

(A2,2, A2,0, A2,1, A1,0) (A3,2, A3,0, A2,0, A3,1)

6
syrk9 chol10

(A3,3, A3,0, A2,2, A2,0) (A1,1, A3,2, A3,0, A2,0)

7
trsm11 trsm12

(A2,1, A1,1, A3,3, A3,0) (A3,1, A1,1, A3,0, A2,0)

8
syrk13 gemm14

(A2,2, A2,1, A1,1, A3,3) (A3,2, A3,1, A2,1, A1,1)

9
syrk15 chol16

(A3,3, A3,1, A2,1) (A2,2, A3,2, A3,1, A2,1)

10
trsm17

(A3,2, A2,2, A3,3, A3,1)

11
syrk18

(A3,3, A3,2, A2,2, A3,1)

12
chol19

(A3,3, A3,2, A2,2, A3,1)

Figure 4.6: Simulated execution of the Cholesky factorization on a 4 × 4 matrix
of blocks using a single FIFO queue with two threads where the first thread gains
mutual exclusion before the second thread. We also show the valid contents of the
cache for each thread after the execution of every stage updated via the simplified
write-once cache coherence protocol. Each cache has a capacity of four blocks and
is ordered according to the most recently used from left to right. The blocks colored
blue incur a cache miss while the red ones have a cache hit.
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foreach task in queue do
foreach output block of task do

if block resides in software cache then
Record first task with cache hit

end
end

end
if task has cache hit then

Return task
else

Return head task of queue
end

Figure 4.7: The routine for dequeuing a task when using cache affinity.

thread, thread 1 executes syrk15 while thread 2 gets chol16 in stage 9. Ideally

thread 1 would execute chol16 since that task updates A2,2 which resides in thread

1’s cache beforehand. Instead accessing A2,2 results in a cache miss for thread 2 and

incurs a write invalidation on thread 1.

While only using a single queue, the dequeue routine leverages the software

cache to provide cache affinity, which is described in Figure 4.7. By returning a task

with a cache hit or the head of the queue, data communication is reduced or the

task with the highest priority is executed. Instead of enqueuing tasks in a simple

FIFO order where priority is set by the arrival times of each task, we modify the

enqueue routine to maintain a priority queue by sorting tasks according to their

height within the DAG. After dequeuing a task, the dispatcher now must have to

update the software caches according to the simplified write-once cache coherence

protocol.

A similar software cache mechanism has been used by our colleagues to par-

allelize matrix computations with graphics processing units (GPU) [90]. Since each

GPU requires the explicit communication of data into their local stores, blocks re-

siding on each GPU are logged in a software cache to control the movement of data.
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That approach only uses the software cache to manage memory whereas we use it

for scheduling tasks to threads.

The implications of optimizing for the cache on shared-memory computer

architectures were explored in [108]. Their approach saves the last task executed

by a thread in order to select subsequent tasks whereas we use a more data-centric

approach that records the blocks accessed by each thread.

4.6.3 Analysis

Let us sort through all the ideas. The proposed cache affinity priority queue schedul-

ing algorithm strives to balance data locality and load balancing. We analyze this

scheduling algorithm using the basic concepts from queueing theory described in

Section 4.2.

Load Balancing

We start with a single queue implementation because of its load balancing properties.

Let us first assume that we just use a priority queue sorted by the heights

of each task in order to further improve the load balancing properties and thus not

leverage the software caches. If the arrival remains constant, the conservation law

states that waiting time is the same in a FIFO queue as a priority queue.

Prioritizing tasks on the critical path of execution results in a faster arrival

of tasks so that

λFIFO ≤ λPRI .

We then apply Little’s formula in (4.1) to get

LFIFO ≤ LPRI .

This inequality means that the conservation law does not apply to DAG scheduling
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since we cannot assume that the waiting times remain constant.

Since the average arrival rate increases and the service time Ws is unaffected,

we know from (4.4) that

ρFIFO ≤ ρPRI .

The single-queue multi-server system has the property that idle threads immediately

attempt to dequeue any ready and available tasks. Since the expected number of

tasks on the queue may increase with the use of a priority queue, there is a higher

probability that a thread will have a task to dequeue and execute. Even though the

waiting times of tasks on the queue may increase, the use of this heuristic decreases

the time tasks wait before becoming ready and available. Since the rate at which

threads execute tasks remains the same or even better, the overall time to execute

all tasks in a DAG will then decrease.

Data Locality

When a cache miss occurs for a task, O(b2) data must be moved from main memory

to the cache where b is the storage block size. On modern microarchitectures, a

memory operation (memop) is at least an order magnitude slower than a floating

point operation (flop). As a result, this data communication overhead can be pro-

hibitive to performance despite each task performing O(b3) operations if a significant

number of tasks incur a cache miss. We prioritize the output operands in order to

reduce the number of write invalidations incurred during a write hit, which do not

happen for just a read miss.

The probability of a cache hit γ for a task is a function of five parameters: the

number of threads, cache size, block size, problem size, and access patterns within

the DAG. The last parameter makes this probability dependent upon the tasks that

have previously executed by a thread. This fact means that the Markovian property

of the exponential distribution for service times does not hold. The only parameter
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that we can tune is the block size in order to adjust the cache hit ratio. Each thread

groups tasks into two priorities, cache hit or miss, according to the blocks residing

in its software cache. This prioritization sorts tasks according to service times, so

once again the conservation law cannot be applied here.

Let us now assume that we just use a cache hit or miss priority service

without sorting tasks according to their heights and that C > 0 where

C = E[γ]

which is the expected value of γ for all tasks. By reducing the number of cache

misses, we decrease the time to execute each task, and thus from (4.3)

µFIFO ≤ µPRI .

Since the enqueuing of tasks is directly tied to their execution, we will assume that

λPRI − λFIFO ' (µPRI − µFIFO)p

so that from (4.4)

ρFIFO ' ρPRI .

If server utilization is roughly the same, then the resulting reduction in the service

time will decrease the overall time it takes to execute all tasks in the DAG.

Addressing Both Simultaneously

By sorting tasks according to their heights and prioritizing tasks with a cache hit,

we attempt to keep the server utilization the same while simultaneously reducing

the service time and increasing the arrival rate of tasks. We improve load balance

because threads are kept busy through the use of a single queue without sacrificing
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data locality.

The performance of this scheduling algorithm depends upon the the expected

value of γ. If C = 0, then no cache hits occur, and threads always dequeue tasks at

the head of the queue which have the greatest height. Load balance will be improved

as we have shown beforehand. If C = 1, then each task incurs a cache hit, and once

again threads dequeue the head of the queue where the service times of each task

will decrease. This situation leads to the near optimal scheduling of tasks for both

load balance and data locality. Since 0 < C < 1, both aspects contribute to decrease

the overall time to execute all tasks.

4.7 Group Scheduling

While the data granularity of this problem domain allows a single queue implemen-

tation to be a solution for current multicore systems, accessing that single queue

may become a bottleneck for future many-core chips.

In order to balance between the use of single and multiple queue systems,

we introduce the concept of group scheduling where we group threads into subsets

that are each serviced by a single queue. We can view group scheduling as an r-

M/M/c system where p = r × c and p is the total number of threads. Different

queue disciplines can be applied to each M/M/c queue such as a FIFO or priority

queue or even the cache affinity scheduling algorithm. Since group scheduling uses

multiple queues, we can assign tasks to queues, as opposed to threads, using a

two-dimensional block cyclic assignment or even use work stealing.

4.8 Performance

We provide performance results comparing different scheduling algorithms using

the SuperMatrix runtime system along with other high performance linear algebra
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libraries.

4.8.1 Target Architecture

The experiments were performed on a four socket 2.66 GHz Intel Dunnington sys-

tem running Red Hat 4.1.2-46. This cache coherent non-uniform memory access

(ccNUMA) architecture provides a total of 24 processing cores with a theoretical

peak performance of 255.36 GFLOPS (255.36× 109 double precision floating point

operations per second) and 96 GB (96×230 bytes) of general-purpose physical mem-

ory. Each socket contains a shared 16 MB (16 × 220 bytes) L3 cache and three 3

MB (3 × 220 bytes) L2 caches shared between pairs of cores. The OpenMP imple-

mentation provided by the Intel compiler 11.1 served as the underlying threading

mechanism used by SuperMatrix. Performance was measured by linking to Intel

Math Kernel Library (MKL) 10.2 as a high-performance implementation of the

BLAS and LAPACK.

4.8.2 Implementations

We report the performance (in GFLOPS) of five different implementations for

Cholesky factorization, inversion of a triangular matrix, triangular matrix multi-

plication by its transpose, and inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix

using double precision floating point arithmetic. We tuned the storage block size

for each problem size ranging from 1000 × 1000 to 10000 × 10000 in increments of

one thousand and mapped 24 threads to each core. In the results, we present the

maximum performance attained across several test runs.

• Practical Peak Performance

Our sequential FLASH implementation’s performance linked to serial BLAS

multiplied by the number of threads to illustrate the practical peak perfor-

mance. Even though super linear speedups may occur due to a larger set of
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cache memory when using more processing cores, the sequential algorithms

chosen provide the best performance due to their efficient use of the memory

hierarchy.

• SuperMatrix

The implementations provided within our open source library libflame [107]

which require matrices to be stored hierarchically. For the execution of indi-

vidual tasks on each thread, we linked to serial MKL.

• FLAME + Multithreaded MKL

The sequential algorithms implemented with the FLAME/C API linked to

multithreaded BLAS operations provided by MKL. These implementations

operate on matrices stored in the traditional column-major order. Parallelism

only comes from calling multithreaded BLAS routines.

• MKL

The default implementations provided by MKL that exploit parallelism inter-

nally and assume column-major order matrix storage.

• PLASMA

These implementations also assume flat storage but internally convert matrices

into hierarchical ones with one level of blocking.

PLASMA 2.1.0 uses static pipelining to perform its parallel scheduling [5].

Each thread executes an “algorithm-by-tiles,” which is their name for our

algorithm-by-blocks, sequentially and stalls if a task is not ready or tries to

execute the first ready and available task otherwise. A DAG is never explicitly

constructed. Static pipelining is akin to in-order scheduling compared to out-

of-order scheduling with SuperMatrix.

PLASMA uses POSIX Threads as its underlying threading mechanism, and

we linked it to serial MKL.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of different implementations of Cholesky factorization.

4.8.3 Results

We provide performance results for chol, trinv, ttmm, and spd-inv in this section.

Cholesky Factorization

In Figure 4.8 we compare SuperMatrix with various scheduling algorithms to other

high performance linear algebra libraries for chol. The use of cache affinity provides

the best performance by addressing both load balancing and data locality as opposed

to a single FIFO queue. Linking Cholesky factorization Variant 3 from Figure 2.4

to multithreaded MKL suffers from the inherent synchronization points between

successive calls to BLAS operations. PLASMA only performs as well as linking a

sequential algorithm to multithreaded BLAS since out-of-order execution techniques

are not applied with static pipelining.
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Figure 4.9: Comparing the load balance of cache affinity and a single FIFO queue
for Cholesky factorization where load balance is measured by the average amount
of time each thread spends performing useful computation divided by the total time
elasped by the dispatcher.

Load Balancing

We compare the load balance of cache affinity and a single FIFO queue in Figure 4.9.

We compute load balance by measuring average amount of time each thread spends

performing useful computation divided by the total time elasped by the dispatcher.

Both scheduling algorithms have nearly the same load balance as predicted in Sec-

tion 4.6.3.

In Figure 4.10, we show the ratio of time threads execute tasks compared

to the total time elasped by the dispatcher. This ratio once again illustrates load

balance. On top of that, we show the ratio of time spent performing synchroniza-

tion, which includes prefetching, updating the software caches, and enqueuing and

dequeuing from the single queue. The mechanisms for scheduling and dispatching

tasks to threads only takes a small fraction of the total time spent by the dispatcher.
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Figure 4.10: The ratios of the total time spent by threads executing tasks and
performing synchronization compared to the total time elasped by the dispatcher
within cache affinity for Cholesky factorization where the white space denotes the
fraction of time when threads are idle.

The remaining white space in the graph represents the idle time when no synchro-

nization or useful computation takes place, so threads are simply waiting for tasks

to become ready and available. For smaller problem sizes, the significant idle time

represents the threads not reaching a steady state due to the small number of tasks

that need to be executed.

Data Locality

When we compare the results in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, cache affinity outperforms a

single FIFO queue despite both having the same load balance properties. Thus, the

difference in performance between cache affinity and a single FIFO queue lies with

data locality. We compare the the ratio of simulated cache hits to the total number

of tasks for both scheduling algorithms in Figure 4.11. We record a simulated cache
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Figure 4.11: Comparing the ratio of simulated cache hits to the total number of
tasks of cache affinity and a single FIFO queue for Cholesky factorization.

hit for a task if at least one of its output operands already resides in the software

cache of the executing thread; otherwise a cache miss occurs. We can clearly see

the discrepancy between cache affinity and a single FIFO queue for data locality.

This fact accounts for the difference in performance between the two scheduling

algorithms despite their having the same load balance.

Scheduling Algorithms

We compare all the different scheduling algorithms within the SuperMatrix runtime

system in Figure 4.12.

The priority queue where tasks are sorted within a single queue according to

their heights in the DAG provides a slightly faster ramp up in performance because

it attempts to minimize the critical path of execution. 2D data affinity suffers from

poor load balance despite optimizing for data locality. We will provide a more

comprehensive comparison between the highest performing scheduling algorithms,
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Figure 4.12: Performance of different scheduling algorithms within SuperMatrix for
Cholesky factorization.

work stealing and cache affinity, in Section 4.8.4.

We enumerate the many different combinations of scheduling algorithms and

heuristics in Table 4.3. We choose to provide results for a subset of the possible

combinations in order to provide a fair and accurate comparison between the ba-

sic scheduling algorithms. Only cache affinity uses the software cache mechanism,

so adding it to the other scheduling algorithms would only introduce unnecessary

overhead. Prefetching is an optimization that benefits all the scheduling algorithms,

yet the performance increase is a small percentage of the total performance within

the range of a few GFLOPS. Thread preference can only be applied to single queue

implementations. Sorting each queue according to a certain heuristic can be applied

to each of the implementations where, for instance, a single FIFO then becomes a

priority queue. Adding a block cyclic distribution to work stealing results in the

mailbox optimization, which we will discuss later. Augmenting stealing to data

affinity attempts to improve its load balancing properties, but data locality may be
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Attribute
Scheduling Algorithm

Cache FIFO Priority 2D data Work
affinity queue queue affinity stealing

Software caches
√

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Prefetching

√
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Thread preference
√

∗ ∗
Sorting

√
∗

√
∗ ∗

Block cyclic √
∗

distribution
Stealing ∗

√

Group scheduling ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Table 4.3: A list of the attributes for each scheduling algorithm presented in Fig-
ure 4.12. The

√
symbol denotes an attribute implemented within the scheduling

algorithm for which we provide a performance curve. The ∗ symbol denotes an at-
tribute that has been augmented to the scheduling algorithm, yet we do not provide
results for that particular combination.

sacrificed in that case. Since we are using a relatively small number of threads on this

target architecture, group scheduling does not provide any performance benefits.

Scalability

We show the speedup of chol using cache affinity versus MKL’s sequential im-

plementation of dpotrf in Figure 4.13. SuperMatrix exhibits strong scaling when

increasing the number of threads, and using a prime number of threads such as

thirteen does not affect scalability.

Inversion of a Symmetric Positive Definite Matrix

We provide results for trinv, ttmm, and spd-inv in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16.

Cache affinity provides a much faster ramp up in performance for each of these

operations. The SuperMatrix “x3” performance curve in Figure 4.16 represents an

implementation where SuperMatrix is invoked separately for the three component

operations of spd-inv, so its performance suffers from having implicit synchroniza-
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Figure 4.13: Speedup of Cholesky factorization using cache affinity versus MKL’s
sequential implementation of dpotrf.

tion points, which reduce the opportunities for out-of-order execution, instead of

exploiting parallelism across all three operations. PLASMA 2.1.0 does not provide

implementations for these operations. It is curious to note that MKL does not pro-

vide a multithreaded implementation of inversion of a triangular matrix dtrtri.

This lack of an optimized component of spd-inv demonstrates the advantages of

focusing on programmability first and performance second.

There is an abundant amount of parallelism to keep the threads load balanced

given large problem sizes, yet the performance curves for the cache affinity and

single FIFO queue scheduling algorithms converge asymptotically since the system

becomes memory bandwidth bound due to the saturation of the shared-memory

interconnect.
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Figure 4.14: Performance of different implementations of inversion of a triangular
matrix.
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Figure 4.15: Performance of different implementations of triangular matrix multi-
plication by its transpose.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of different implementations of inversion of a symmetric
positive definite matrix.

4.8.4 Work Stealing Investigation

In the previous section, displaying the maximum performance for each scheduling

algorithm presents an incomplete picture when dealing with work stealing. We

compare the performance of cache affinity with work stealing along with the mailbox

optimization in Figure 4.17 for chol where we instead measure performance using

the mean of the test runs as opposed to the maximum. Once again, we can see that

work stealing provides nearly the same performance as cache affinity.

We provide the load balance of these scheduling algorithms in Figure 4.18.

Work stealing provides the same load balance properties as cache affinity and by

transitivity a single FIFO queue. These results validate the claim in Section 4.3.2

that a multi-queue multi-server queueing system with jockeying has the same load

balance properties as a single-queue multi-server system.

Work stealing attempts to optimize for data locality since all dependent
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Figure 4.17: Performance of different implementations of Cholesky factorization
measuring using the mean of all test runs as opposed to the maximum.
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Figure 4.18: Comparing the load balance properties of cache affinity and work
stealing for Cholesky factorization.
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Figure 4.19: Variance of different implementations of Cholesky factorization.

tasks are enqueued to the same thread that executes it. This mechanism somewhat

resembles thread preference. The large shared L3 cache per socket of this shared-

memory system lends itself to provide data locality for work stealing. In the event of

a thread stealing a task, there is still a high likelihood that the stolen task accesses

a block already in its cache.

However, the unpredictability and nondeterministic nature of work stealing

can lead to a wide variance of performance as shown in Figure 4.19. Here we

duplicated these experiments several times to ensure that the variance is not affected

by external factors such as operating system interrupts. The mailbox optimization

for work stealing attempts to limit the variability, but there is no assurance that

that a task stolen from a thread’s mailbox, as opposed to being randomly stolen,

leads to a cache hit. Data locality is determined by the tasks previously executed

by a thread for which work stealing introduces nondeterminism.

We provide similar mean and variance results for spd-inv in Figures 4.20
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Figure 4.20: Performance of different implementations of inversion of a symmetric
positive definite matrix measuring using the mean of all test runs as opposed to the
maximum.

and 4.21. spd-inv performs three times the floating point operations than chol.

As a result, work stealing reaches a steady state where every threads’ queues become

nonempty for smaller problem sizes than chol, so the number of steals incurred by

spd-inv becomes a much smaller percentage of the total number of tasks executed.

This fact reflects the diminishing variance for work stealing with the mailbox opti-

mization in Figure 4.21.

Since there are more tasks to execute per thread, the working set of blocks

enqueued on each queue may be larger than the available cache size and thus limit

potential for data locality. The working set depends upon the tasks that are stolen

at the beginning of parallel execution before a steady state is reached. Each thread’s

queue uses a FIFO queue discipline for load balancing purposes, but this ordering

adversely affects data locality since a recently updated block may be evicted from

the cache due before the newly enqueued dependent tasks are executed. This lack of
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Figure 4.21: Variance of different implementations of inversion of a symmetric
positive definite matrix.

data locality leads to the performance of working stealing for spd-inv in Figure 4.20.

4.8.5 Analyzing the Analyzer

The analyzer phase takes a constant amount of time for a specific problem size

regardless of the scheduling algorithm used within the dispatcher phase given the

separation of concerns. As a result, we use the most efficient scheduling algorithm,

cache affinity, in order to perform this analysis.

In Figure 4.22, we present the ratio of the time spent during the analyzer

phase to the total execution time for chol and spd-inv. As we can clearly see,

the analyzer phase takes a mere fraction of the total execution time for both of

these operations. Even if we are able to efficiently parallelize the analyzer phase or

construct the DAG statically, the performance benefits would be minimal.

The industry trend for microarchitectures is towards a greater number of

simpler, low-power processing cores on a chip. As a result, the sequential overhead
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Figure 4.22: The ratio of the time spent during the analyzer phase to the total
execution time using cache affinity for Cholesky factorization and inversion of a
symmetric positive definite matrix.

of the analyzer phase will become a larger percentage of the total execution. In order

to combat this encroachment of Amdahl’s Law [7], we can apply the strategy for

overlapping the analyzer with the dispatcher in Section 3.3.2. However this strategy

of prematurely executing tasks may limit the effectiveness of cache affinity since the

scheduling of tasks will lack complete knowledge of the heights of each task within

the fully constructed DAG plus the blocks accessed by all tasks. We conjecture that

the key to scalability will be to keep the sliding window of stored tasks as large

as possible before starting the execution of the initial ready and available tasks in

parallel.

4.8.6 Selecting the Storage Block Size

In all of the results in this chapter, we presented performance results where we tune

the storage block size for each specific problem size. In order to do so, we simply
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Figure 4.23: Performance of Cholesky factorization using cache affinity with varying
matrix and block sizes.

test a wide range of block sizes and selected the best performing one. The block

size directly affects both load balance and data locality, so determining the block

size must strive to balance between these two conflicting dimensions.

In Figures 4.23 and 4.24, we show the performance for Cholesky factorization

and inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix using a range of block sizes

from 64× 64 to 336× 336 using increments of sixteen. Multiples of sixteen for the

block size are used in order to keep data aligned within the higher levels of cache.

As we can see from both graphs, the best performing block size grows proportionally

with the problem size. It is interesting to note that the block size 256×256 causes a

dip in performance because of the well-known problem where power of two leading

dimensions for storing matrices cause L1 cache misses.

There is a rather simple intuition behind selecting the block size. Small

problem sizes tend to use small block sizes in order to expose opportunities for par-

allelism. The block size cannot be too small; otherwise the cost of scheduling tasks
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Figure 4.24: Performance of inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix using
cache affinity with varying matrix and block sizes.

and synchronizing threads becomes a much larger fraction of the parallel execution

time, and the time to store the greater number of tasks during the analyzer phase

also grows. Large problem sizes tend to use large block sizes to benefit data local-

ity, yet the block size is bounded by the size of higher levels of cache in order to

execute tasks using kernels that completely fill and stream data from these smaller

and faster caches, such as the L2 cache on the target architecture. We present a

simple methodology for tuning the storage block size in Appendix D.

4.8.7 Alternate Target Architecture

The following experiments were performed on a sixteen socket 1.5 GHz Intel Ita-

nium2 system running SuSE Linux. This ccNUMA architecture provides a total of

16 processing cores with a theoretical peak performance of 96 GFLOPS and 32 GB

of general-purpose physical memory where each socket contains a 6 MB L3 cache

and a 256 KB (256 × 210 bytes) L2 cache. SuperMatrix uses the OpenMP imple-
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Figure 4.25: Performance of different implementations of Cholesky factorization on
the alternate target architecture.

mentation provided by the Intel compiler 9.0 and links to MKL 8.1 for BLAS and

LAPACK functionality.

We provide performance results using different scheduling algorithms on this

alternate target architecture in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 for chol and spd-inv, respec-

tively. Once again, cache affinity provides a performance increase for both of these

operations. In this case, work stealing provides the same performance signature as

a single FIFO queue. This situation arises because the cache on each socket is not

shared between cores. When a task is stolen, there is high likelihood that the blocks

referenced by that task are not cached, and thus data locality is not preserved. Since

work stealing attains the same load balancing properties as a single FIFO queue,

their performance curves are nearly identical.

These results further support that cache affinity is the most robust schedul-

ing algorithm for computer architectures with different memory hierarchies where

each processing core on this alternate target architecture has its own private cache.
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Figure 4.26: Performance of different implementations of inversion of a symmetric
positive definite matrix on the alternate target architecture.

Work stealing does not perform as well on this system as opposed to matching the

performance of cache affinity on the previous target architecture which has a large,

shared cache.

4.9 Summary

In this chapter, we described the dispatcher phase for which we provided:

• The description of the algorithm for dispatching tasks to threads, which com-

pletely abstracts away the use of different scheduling algorithms and heuristics.

• A new scheduling algorithm for this problem domain that addresses both load

balance and data locality simultaneously, which is motivated by queueing the-

ory.

• Performance results that show that our runtime data flow graph scheduling
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methodology using various scheduling algorithms and heuristics consistently

outperforms other high performance libraries.

We found that the key to attaining high performance from parallelizing dense matrix

computations is addressing both load balance and data locality simultaneously as

opposed to separately.
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Chapter 5

Advanced Case Studies

Cholesky, LU, and QR factorizations are among three of the most important linear

algebra operations. LU and QR factorizations present unique obstacles for exploit-

ing parallelization that do not exist within most other operations implemented via

loop-based algorithms such as Cholesky factorization and inversion of a symmetric

positive definite matrix.

5.1 LU Factorization with Partial Pivoting

A general, nonsingular matrix A ∈ Rn×n is factorized by

PA = LU

where P is a permutation matrix, L is a unit diagonal lower triangular matrix, and

U is an upper triangular matrix. Much like using the Cholesky factorization, a linear

system is solved with triangular solves where

Ly = Pb
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and

Ux = y.

We present the right-looking unblocked and blocked algorithms for comput-

ing the LU factorization with partial pivoting in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

The permutation matrix P is stored as a vector p with indices for the row pivots as

each element. LU factorization with partial pivoting is difficult to parallelize due to

the pivoting step.

We first describe the updates performed within the loop of the unblocked

algorithm. The Swap routine takes the vector

 α11

a21

, finds the index of the

element with the largest magnitude in that vector, which is stored in π1, and ex-

changes that element with α11. Next, the pivot is applied (piv) where the rest of

the π1-th row is interchanged with
(
aT10 aT12

)
. Finally, a21 is scaled by 1

α11
,

and a rank-one update is performed over A22.

In the blocked algorithm, the LU factorization subproblem (LUpiv) calls the

unblocked algorithm, which updates the column panel

 A11

A21

 and stores all the

pivot indices in p1. All of those pivots are then applied to the left and right of

the current column panel. Next, a triangular solve with multiple right-hand sides

is performed over A12 with L11, which is the unit lower triangular matrix of A11.

Finally, A22 is updated with general matrix-matrix multiplication.

The problem instances of trsm and gemm incurred within this right-looking

blocked algorithm are quite easily parallelized. The bulk of the computation in each

iteration lies in the gemm call so that straight forward implementations such as

LAPACK’s blocked implementation dgetrf can exploit parallelism by only linking

to multithreaded BLAS libraries and thus attain high performance.
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Algorithm: [A, p] := LUpiv unb var5( A )

Partition

A→
(
ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
, p→

(
pT
pB

)
where ATL is 0 × 0, pT has 0

elements
while n(ATL) < n(A) do

Repartition(
ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
→

 A00 a01 A02

aT10 α11 aT12

A20 a21 A22

,
(
pT
pB

)
→

 p0

π1

p2


where α11 and π1 are scalars[(

α11

a21

)
, π1

]
:= Swap

(
α11

a21

)
(

aT10 aT12

A20 A22

)
:= piv

(
π1,

(
aT10 aT12

A20 A22

))
a21 := a21/α11

A22 := A22 − a21a
T
12

Continue with(
ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
←

 A00 a01 A02

aT10 α11 aT12

A20 a21 A22

,
(
pT
pB

)
←

 p0

π1

p2


endwhile

Figure 5.1: The right-looking unblocked algorithm for computing the LU factoriza-
tion with partial pivoting. Here the matrix is pivoted like LAPACK does so that
piv(p,A) = LU upon completion. In this figure, n(A) stands for the number of
columns of A.

5.1.1 Algorithm-by-Blocks

We reformulate the blocked algorithm in Figure 5.2 as an algorithm-by-blocks using

FLASH in Figure 5.3. We again assume that the matrix A and the vector p are

both stored hierarchically with one level of blocking.

In Figure 5.4, we illustrate the tasks that overwrite each block in a 3 × 3

matrix of blocks within each iteration of the loop in Figure 5.3.
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Algorithm: [A, p] := LUpiv blk var5( A )

Partition

A→
(
ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
, p→

(
pT
pB

)
where ATL is 0 × 0, pT has 0

elements
while n(ATL) < n(A) do

Determine block size b
Repartition(

ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
→

 A00 A01 A02

A10 A11 A12

A20 A21 A22

,
(
pT
pB

)
→

 p0

p1

p2


where A11 is b× b , p1 is b× 1[(

A11

A21

)
, p1

]
:= LUpiv

(
A11

A21

)
(
A10 A12

A20 A22

)
:= piv

(
p1,

(
A10 A12

A20 A22

))
A12 := L−1

11 A12

A22 := A22 −A21A12

Continue with(
ATL ATR
ABL ABR

)
←

 A00 A01 A02

A10 A11 A12

A20 A21 A22

,
(
pT
pB

)
←

 p0

p1

p2


endwhile

Figure 5.2: The right-looking blocked algorithm for computing the LU factorization
with partial pivoting. In this figure, Lii denotes the unit lower triangular matrix
stored over Aii.

In the first iteration, we perform the task LUpiv0 on the entire left column

panel of the matrix where the symbolic partition A11 references A0,0, and A21 refer-

ences A1,0 and A2,0. For convenience, we choose to make each LUpiv task updating

a column panel of blocks an atomic operation because it cannot be easily parti-

tioned into finer-grained tasks operating on individual blocks. For example, if we

call the unblocked algorithm to perform LUpiv0, a pivot may occur within A2,0 in

one iteration and then within A1,0 within the next iteration.
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1 FLA_Error FLASH_LU_piv_var5( FLA_Obj A, FLA_Obj p )

2 {

3 FLA_Obj ATL , ATR , A00 , A01 , A02 , pT , p0 ,

4 ABL , ABR , A10 , A11 , A12 , pB , p1,

5 A20 , A21 , A22 p2,

6 AB0 , AB1 , AB2;

7
8 FLA_Part_2x2( A, &ATL , &ATR ,

9 &ABL , &ABR , 0, 0, FLA_TL );

10 FLA_Part_2x1( p, &pT,

11 &pB , 0, FLA_TOP );

12
13 while ( FLA_Obj_width( ATL ) < FLA_Obj_width( A ) )

14 {

15 FLA_Repart_2x2_to_3x3(

16 ATL , /**/ ATR , &A00 , /**/ &A01 , &A02 ,

17 /* ************* */ /* ******************** */

18 &A10 , /**/ &A11 , &A12 ,

19 ABL , /**/ ABR , &A20 , /**/ &A21 , &A22 ,

20 1, 1, FLA_BR );

21 FLA_Repart_2x1_to_3x1( pT, &p0 ,

22 /* ** */ /* ** */

23 &p1 ,

24 pB, &p2,

25 1, FLA_BOTTOM );

26 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

27 FLA_Merge_2x1( A11 , /**/ A21 , &AB1 );

28 FLASH_LU_piv( AB1 , *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( p1 ) );

29 FLA_Merge_2x1( A10 , /**/ A20 , &AB0 );

30 FLASH_Apply_pivots( FLA_LEFT , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

31 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( p1 ), AB0 );

32 FLA_Merge_2x1( A12 , /**/ A22 , &AB2 );

33 FLASH_Apply_pivots( FLA_LEFT , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

34 *FLASH_OBJ_PTR_AT( p1 ), AB2 );

35 FLASH_Trsm( FLA_LEFT , FLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR ,

36 FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_UNIT_DIAG ,

37 FLA_ONE , A11 , A12 );

38 FLASH_Gemm( FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE , FLA_NO_TRANSPOSE ,

39 FLA_MINUS_ONE , A21 , A12 , FLA_ONE , A22 );

40 /* -----------------------------------------------*/

41 FLA_Cont_with_3x3_to_2x2(

42 &ATL , /**/ &ATR , A00 , A01 , /**/ A02 ,

43 A10 , A11 , /**/ A12 ,

44 /* ************** */ /* ****************** */

45 &ABL , /**/ &ABR , A20 , A21 , /**/ A22 ,

46 FLA_TL );

47 FLA_Cont_with_3x1_to_2x1( &pT , p0,

48 p1,

49 /* ** */ /* ** */

50 &pB , p2,

51 FLA_TOP );

52 }

53 return FLA_SUCCESS;

54 }

Figure 5.3: The FLASH implementation of LU factorization with partial pivoting.
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Figure 5.4: The tasks that overwrite each block in every iteration within LU fac-
torization with partial pivoting on a 3 × 3 matrix blocks. Certain blocks have two
tasks overwriting it where the task pictured on top must be executed first.

The application of the pivots is partitioned into separate tasks updating each

of the two column panels to the right of the current one with the tasks piv1 and

piv2. Just like the LU factorization subproblem, the application of the pivots to a

column panel is done atomically.

The trsm update of A12 is partitioned into two independent tasks. trsm3

overwrites A0,1, which is previously updated by piv1, so piv1 must complete execu-

tion before trsm3 can begin. A flow dependency occurs two these two tasks within

a single iteration, which also occurs for piv2 and trsm4 on A0,2. The update of A2,2

is decomposed into four independent tasks overwriting A1,1, A1,2, A2,1, and A2,2.

Flow dependencies also occur between the gemm and piv tasks.

Clearly, this approach generalizes to matrices partitioned with a large number

of blocks much like Cholesky factorization.

5.1.2 Lookahead

The difficulty in exploiting a coarser granularity of parallelism from LU factorization

with partial pivoting lies with each LUpiv task and the resulting pivoting across

the entire matrix, which become bottlenecks within each iteration. In order to

alleviate this problem, lookahead is used [3, 100]. An early study of lookahead for
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distributed-memory parallelization of LU factorization can already be found in [49].

For this operation, the update of A22 is subdivided and partially computed so that

the LUpiv from the next iteration can be performed ahead of the current iteration

in parallel with the rest of the update to A22.

For example in Figure 5.4, piv1 and piv2 are independent and thus can be

executed in parallel along with trsm3 and trsm4. gemm5, gemm6, gemm7, and

gemm8 are also all independent of each other. In order to apply lookahead, we first

schedule piv1, trsm3, and then gemm5 and gemm6 to execute first. Once those

tasks are complete, we can then schedule LUpiv9 to execute alongside piv2, trsm5,

and then gemm7 and gemm8.

5.1.3 Analyzer

Once again, we invoke the analyzer to construct the DAG given a SuperMatrix

enabled FLASH implementation similar to the code in Figure 5.3. Note that only

flow dependencies occur between tasks from LU factorization with partial pivoting.

We depict the resulting DAG given a 3× 3 matrix of blocks in Figure 5.5 where all

the tasks in the DAG correspond to the ones shown in Figure 5.4.

Macroblocks

In nearly all the linear algebra operation we have studied thus far [93], each operation

is decomposed into tasks where each matrix operand consists of a single block, such

as trsm and gemm. By contrast, LUpiv and piv require that a matrix operand

be a column panel of blocks. We introduce the concept of macroblocks, which is a

matrix partition representing several blocks, so a task’s matrix operand can either

be a single block or a macroblock. For instance LUpiv0 updates the macroblock

consisting of A0,0, A1,0, and A2,0. This macroblock mechanism is needed in order to

properly detect data dependencies between tasks and thus correctly construct the
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Figure 5.5: DAG for LU with partial pivoting on a 3× 3 matrix of blocks.
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DAG. The routines FLASH LU piv and FLASH Apply pivots in Figure 5.3 store tasks

with macroblocks. Once the DAG is built, the dispatcher does not need knowledge

of a task updating a single block or macroblock and hence a further separation of

concerns.

5.1.4 Dispatcher

Sorting according to the heights of the tasks in the DAG mimics the concept of

lookahead. In Figure 5.5, gemm5 and gemm6 both have a height of six while gemm7

and gemm8 have a height of five. By sorting the tasks, threads will execute gemm5

and gemm6 first and then potentially execute LUpiv9 in parallel with gemm7 and

gemm8 since all three of those tasks have the same height.

Cache affinity is not an effective scheduling algorithm for LU factorization

with partial pivoting because the macroblocks accessed by the LUpiv and piv tasks

consume the entire software cache of a thread and thus destroy any potential tem-

poral locality for future tasks. As a result, a single priority queue provides the best

performance for this operation.

5.1.5 Exposing Parallelism through Recursive Decomposition

The root of the DAG in Figure 5.5 represents a bottleneck to parallelize execution.

The first task for LU factorization with partial pivoting operates on an n× b-sized

macroblock, which severely limits parallel efficiency. A similar bottleneck is also

present within Cholesky factorization, yet it is less severe since the subproblem

only updates a single block, as shown in Figure 4.2. We introduce the concept of

microblocks to alleviate this problem where a task is recursively decomposed into

finer-grained tasks.
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Microblocks

Microblocks are submatrix views of contigously stored blocks used to perform de-

pendence analysis at a finer granularity than an entire block. There are three funda-

mental reasons why we find that supporting microblocks is not an efficient solution

for exposing additional parallelism:

• In order to execute the LUpiv task, its macroblock is typically copied into

temporary matrix with flat storage in order to execute a highly tuned kernel.

When recursively decomposing these tasks, the microblocks merely reference

submatrices of contiguously stored blocks as opposed to whole blocks. Ac-

cessing these microblocks during parallel execution will lead to false sharing

between threads.

• The analyzer phase for constructing the DAG is inherently sequential, yet

this overhead is amortized over the coarse-grained tasks that perform O(b3)

computation. Constructing a DAG with microblocks that are an order of

magnitude smaller than the storage block size b will become a larger percentage

of the parallel execution.

• Microblocks can also be applied to tasks that are leaves in a DAG. Yet we

have shown in the previous chapter that load balancing is not a fundamental

limitation to parallel efficiency.

Only LU factorization with partial pivoting would potentially benefit from the

use of microblocks since the initial task has a significantly greater computa-

tional cost than, for instance, the first task for Cholesky factorization. Despite

this fact, the recursive subdivision of the macroblock for LUpiv is limited by

the b dimension as opposed to the n dimension due to the pivoting.

These issues limit the effectiveness and need to support microblocks. In Section 5.2,

we describe an alternative solution for computing LU factorization that avoids the
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bottleneck altogether.

5.1.6 Scalability

We now analyze the scalability of LU factorization with partial pivoting.

We denote the total cost for computing a linear algebra operation as T1(n)

and the parallel computational cost as Tp(n, b) where n is the matrix dimension, p

is the number of threads, and b is the block size. As such, speedup is

Sp(n, b) =
T1(n)
Tp(n, b)

(5.1)

and efficiency is

Ep(n, b) =
Sp(n, b)

p
=

T1(n)
Tp(n, b)p

(5.2)

where Ep(n, b) ≥ c and c > 0 only if the speedup scales linearly with the number of

threads. We denote the critical path length of the computation as D(n, b), and thus

Tp(n, b) ≥ D(n, b). (5.3)

For LU factorization with partial pivoting, TLU
1 (n, b) = 2

3n
3 floating point

operations while the LUpiv subproblems operating on a n × b-sized column panel

has a cost of nb2− 1
3b

3. Let us assume that the critical path of LU factorization with

partial pivoting only consists of the LUpiv subproblems where the k-th subproblem

is of size (n−kb)×b and k = 0, . . . , nb −1, all of which must be executed in sequence.
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As a result, the critical path for LUpiv in floating point operations is

DLU(n, b) =

n
b
−1∑

k=0

[
(n− kb) b2 − 1

3
b3
]

= b3

n
b
−1∑

k=0

[(n
b
− k
)
− 1

3

]
= b3

[
n2

b2
−
(
n2

2b2
− n

2b

)
− n

3b

]
=

n2b

2
+
nb2

6

where nb2 is a lower order term. Thus, the maximum speedup is, approximately,

SLU
p (n, b) =

TLU
1 (n)

DLU(n, b)
'

2
3n

3

1
2n

2b
=

4
3
n

b

and

ELU
p (n, b) ' 4

3
n

bp
.

The largest problem size that can be performed on p processing elements is

limited by the total amount of memory available, and thus

[nmax(p)]2 = Np

or

nmax =
√
Np (5.4)

where N is the amount of memory available to each processing element. Here we

assume an idealized situation where we can scale the problem size by adding more

processing elements and thus more memory in order to attain higher speedups.
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Therefore, the efficiency given the largest problem size for LUpiv is

ELU
p (nmax, b) =

4
3

√
N

b
√
p
.

Since N is constant, the efficiency of LUpiv converges to zero as more threads are

used to parallelize this operation. As a result, LU factorization with partial pivot-

ing is inherently non-scalable even in this idealized situation. If we use recursive

decomposition to exploit further parallelism from the column panel factorization

subproblems, we can apply this scalability analysis recursively and find that scala-

bility is always limited by the number of columns.

For Cholesky factorization, T chol
1 (n, b) = 1

3n
3 floating point operations. The

critical path consists of three tasks within each iteration of the outer loop within

the algorithm-by-blocks: chol followed by trsm and then syrk. So

Dchol(n, b) =

n
b
−1∑

k=0

[
1
3
b3 + b3 + b3

]
=

7
3
nb2.

Thus, the maximum speedup and efficiency are

Schol
p (n, b) =

1
3n

3

7
3nb

2
=

1
7
n2

b2

and

Echol
p (n, b) =

1
7
n2

b2p

where

Echol
p (nmax, b) =

1
7
N

b2
.

The efficiency of chol for the largest possible problem size is not dependent upon the

number of threads, unlike LUpiv. As a result, Cholesky factorization is theoretically

scalable for asymptotically large numbers of threads.
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5.2 LU Factorization with Incremental Pivoting

We now review an approach, incremental pivoting [89, 91], that avoids many of the

dependencies exhibited in the classical LU factorization with partial pivoting.

We very briefly give a flavor of how incremental pivoting works. Recall that

Gaussian elimination is one formulation of LU factorization. As elements below

the diagonal are eliminated in Gaussian elimination, we can choose to swap the

current row where a zero is to be introduced with the row being used to eliminate

that row. Thus, at each step, the row among such a pair of rows that has the

largest magnitude pivot element could be swapped to be used to introduce a zero

in the other row after swapping. This is called pairwise pivoting [110]. Incremental

pivoting works similarly but with blocks [89]. LU factorization with incremental

pivoting reduces dependencies at a cost that is only a lower order term greater than

LU factorization with partial pivoting. Details of how incremental pivoting works

are unimportant.

In Figure 5.6 (left), we present the DAG for LU factorization with incre-

mental pivoting on a 3 × 3 matrix of blocks. Here each LUpiv task updates the

symbolic partition A11, which only consists of a single block as opposed to a mac-

roblock. The trsm tasks update the blocks composing A12, which is similar to

trsm within LU factorization with partial pivoting, but these tasks are prepended

with the application of pivots. LUsa and FSsa are “structurally-aware” kernels

that update A21 and A22, respectively, which update the matrix according to the

LUpiv task performed within each iteration. Notice that the DAG produced from

incremental pivoting has a shorter critical path of execution and more opportunities

for exploiting parallelism within the DAG.

Besides updating the pivot vector, LU factorization with incremental pivoting

has the distinction of having tasks that update two matrix operands within the

structurally-aware tasks as opposed to just the standard one output matrix operand.
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Figure 5.6: The directed acyclic graphs for LU factorization with incremental piv-
oting (left) and incremental QR factorization (right) on a 3× 3 matrix of blocks.

Strictly speaking, even LU factorization with partial pivoting is numerically

unstable due to the potential for 2n in element growth where n is the matrix di-

mension. In practice, it is considered to be stable based on decades of experience.

Incremental pivoting is inherently less stable than partial pivoting [89] and has not

been used for decades, so it is not known if it is stable in practice.
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5.3 QR Factorization

The QR factorization is used to solve linear least squares or overdetermined systems

by computing

A = QR

where A ∈ Rm×n and m ≥ n. Q ∈ Rm×n is orthogonal so that QTQ = QQT = I

where I is the identity matrix, and R ∈ Rn×n is an upper triangular matrix.

We use an incremental algorithm for computing the QR factorization using

Householder transformations [56, 92]. This incremental algorithm is mapped to

an algorithm-by-blocks, which is very similar to LU factorization with incremental

pivoting. We present the DAG for the incremental QR factorization algorithm in

Figure 5.6 (right). Note the mirrored structure of the DAG with LU factorization

with incremental pivoting in Figure 5.6 (left) with the exception of having different

tasks. This incremental algorithm for QR also has tasks that update two matrix

operands.

QR factorization based on Householder transformations is numerically sta-

ble at the expense of having twice the computational cost as LU factorization. The

traditional Householder transformation based algorithm for computing QR factor-

ization exhibits the same dependencies and bottlenecks as LU factorization with

partial pivoting [92, 97]. As a result, it is not as scalable as the incremental algo-

rithm. Since both algorithms based on Householder transformations are numerically

stable, we only consider the incremental algorithm for QR factorization here.

5.4 Performance

We provide results using the same target architecture as in Section 4.8.1 for LU

factorization with partial pivoting in Figure 5.7. We show the speedup of LUpiv

using a priority queue versus MKL’s sequential implementation of dgetrf in Fig-
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Figure 5.7: Performance of different implementations of LU factorization with
partial pivoting using the 24 core target architecture.

ure 5.8. We can clearly see that this operation has a scalability problem due to the

LUpiv subproblem being a fundamental bottleneck to exploiting parallelism where

this operation underutilizes half of the processing cores. Yet notice that MKL’s

dgetrf only provides about half the theoretical peak performance of this machine.

Instead of implementing microblocks to exploit further opportunities for par-

allelism within LU factorization with partial pivoting, another solution for overcom-

ing the initial bottleneck task is to link to a multithreaded kernel for executing the

LUpiv subproblem. The difficulty with this approach is that we do not have any

control over the threads created by an external library such as MKL. The operating

system may map the threads from the multithreaded routine to the same processing

core as a computational thread of SuperMatrix, which may result in unnecessary

context switches and thrashing between threads. As a result, we do not pursue this

option.
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Figure 5.8: Speedup of LU factorization with partial pivoting using a priority queue
versus MKL’s sequential implementation of dgetrf.

We provide results for LU factorization with incremental pivoting and QR

factorization in Figures 5.9, and 5.10. We used an operation count of 2
3n

3 of useful

computations for LU factorization with partial and incremental pivoting and 4
3n

3

for QR factorization to calculate the rate of execution despite the incremental algo-

rithms incurring additional operations. In other words, we penalize the incremental

algorithms for the extra work they must perform. LU factorization with incre-

mental pivoting predictably performs much better than the corresponding partial

pivoting implementation because of the greater opportunities to exploit parallelism.

Cache affinity once again provides a performance improvement over a single FIFO

queue for these two operations. PLASMA has adopted the same incremental al-

gorithms [26, 27] as SuperMatrix. At this writing, PLASMA does not provide an

implementation of LU factorization with partial pivoting.

We show the speedup of the incremental algorithm for computing QR fac-

torization using cache affinity versus MKL’s sequential implementation of dgeqrf
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Figure 5.9: Performance of different implementations of LU factorization with
incremental pivoting.
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Figure 5.10: Performance of different implementations of QR factorization.
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Figure 5.11: Speedup of QR factorization using cache affinity versus MKL’s se-
quential implementation of dgeqrf.

in Figure 5.11. Much like Cholesky factorization, QR factorization exhibits strong

scaling.

In Figure 5.12 we provide the residual for solving linear systems of LU fac-

torization with partial and incremental pivoting and without pivoting, and QR

factorization. By factoring A and solving for x given b within the linear system, we

compute the residual with

‖Ax− b‖2

where A and b are filled with random double precision floating point numbers in

the range of [−1, 1]. We implement an algorithm-by-blocks for LU factorization

without pivoting [33] to compare against the two pivoting strategies. QR factoriza-

tion is numerically stable and attains a high rate of execution yet incurs twice the

computational cost of LU factorization. As the pivoting strategy is relaxed for LU

factorization in order to gain more opportunities to exploit parallelism, numerical
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Figure 5.12: Residual of different implementations of LU and QR factorizations.

stability is incrementally sacrificed.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we studied algorithms-by-blocks for more complex operations such

as the LU and QR factorizations for which we provided:

• The comparison of different pivoting strategies for LU factorization where

more opportunities for parallelism exist at the expense of numerical stability.

• Evidence that the incremental algorithm for QR factorization is scalable and

does not sacrifice numerical stability, yet it comes at the expense of having

twice the computational cost of LU factorization.

• The demonstration that the use of scheduling algorithms developed in the

previous chapter aides the performance of these advanced case studies.
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We applied our dependence analysis and our runtime data flow graph scheduling

methodology to the LU and QR factorizations, which attain high performance with-

out needing any significant changes to the basic methodology.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we addressed the programmability issue for parallelizing dense

matrix computations. We strived to delineate the derivation of dense linear algebra

algorithms by numerical analysts and mathematicians from the writing of parallel

code by expert library developers. To achieve this goal, tools and abstractions were

developed to provide a clear separation of concerns between the code that imple-

ments the linear algebra algorithm and a runtime system that exploits parallelism.

In doing so, a systematic methodology for parallelizing dense matrix computations

emerged that focuses on programmability first and performance second.

High performance is not sacrificed despite our attention on programmabil-

ity. To the contrary, the separation of concerns allowed us to address the unique

scheduling issues exhibited by this problem domain. Our runtime data flow graph

scheduling methodology views matrix computations as directed acyclic graphs. This

abstraction facilitated the parallel scheduling of a DAG in terms of the data flow in-

herent to the matrix computation as opposed to the explicit control flow prescribed

by the linear algebra algorithm. In doing so, the aspects of load balance and data

locality, both of which are paramount for attaining high performance, are addressed

simultaneously when performing parallel scheduling.
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While programmability is difficult to quantify, we have ancedotal evidence

that helps us verify our claim. The authors of [106] formally derived blocked algo-

rithms for the up-and-downdating problem for which only unblocked algorithms had

existed beforehand, let alone a parallel implementation. Then these authors imple-

mented the blocked algorithms using the FLAME/C API and reformulated them

as algorithms-by-blocks using FLASH, which were then linked to the SuperMatrix

runtime system. The resulting parallel implementation achieved high performance

on par with the other loop-based algorithms studied in this dissertation such as

Cholesky factorization. The entire process to implement the blocked algorithms

and algorithms-by-blocks and then link to the SuperMatrix runtime system only

took a matter of days. This example demonstrates how the abstractions and tools

discussed in this dissertation address programmability.

In the rest of this chapter, we describe the contributions and results of our

research, and then we conclude with discussions on potential directions for future

work.

6.1 Results

I summarize the contributions of this dissertation research:

• Mapping an algorithm-by-blocks to a directed acyclic graph is a key abstrac-

tion for our dependence analysis and runtime data flow graph scheduling

methodology where the nodes in the graph are tasks and the edges are data

dependencies between tasks. Instead of executing tasks as they are encoun-

tered sequentially within an algorithm-by-blocks, the tasks are stored while

data dependencies are detected using the input and output matrix operands

of each task whereby constructing a DAG during the analyzer phase.

Once the analyzer has completed, the dispatcher phase is invoked to ex-
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ploit parallelism from the DAG. This clear separation of concerns between

the analyzer and dispatcher allows us to experiment using different schedul-

ing algorithms and heuristics without affecting the code that implements the

algorithm-by-blocks.

I was intimately involved in the initial design and development of the sepa-

ration of concerns between the analyzer and dispatcher. I also provided the

systematic dependence analysis of linear algebra algorithms and observed the

existence of anti-dependencies.

• This problem domain presents unique scheduling issues due to its computa-

tional and data granularity. For instance the cost of gaining mutual exclusion

is amortized across the execution of each coarse-grained task. As a result,

data locality and load balance must be addressed simultaneously as opposed

to separately in order to attain high parallel efficiency.

I developed the cache affinity priority queue scheduling algorithm, which strives

to balance both of these scheduling aspects. The proposed scheduling algo-

rithm is a synthesis of two relatively simple ideas: a single priority queue to

address load balance and a software managed cache mechanism to address

data locality. The only domain-specific knowledge required are the input and

output matrix operands of each task, which is directly expressed within the

DAG.

• Asymptotic time and space bounds do not provide any practical insight into

the performance of various scheduling algorithms in this problem domain

where even slight variations in load balance or data locality can dramatically

affect performance. As a result, I motivated and categorized scheduling algo-

rithms using queueing theory. I assumed an idealized situation where queues

reach a steady state when scheduling tasks from a DAG in order to justify the
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domain-specific scheduling algorithms and heuristics.

Classic queueing theory results state that multiple servers accessing a single

queue provide better load balancing properties than multiple servers accessing

multiple queues. I leveraged this fact to analytically and empirically compare

and contrast different scheduling algorithms such as work stealing and cache

affinity.

• Cholesky factorization, inversion of a triangular matrix, triangular matrix

multiplication by its transpose, inversion of a symmetric positive definite ma-

trix [19], LU factorization, and QR factorization are the linear algebra opera-

tions studied in this dissertation.

Operations such as Cholesky factorization are highly representative of loop-

based dense linear algebra algorithms, most of which are straightforward to

express as algorithms-by-blocks [32]. In order to reformulate a blocked al-

gorithm to an algorithm-by-blocks, each sub-operation is decomposed into

component tasks operating on individual blocks.

On the other hand, traditional algorithms for computing LU factorization with

partial pivoting and QR factorization based on Householder transformations

exhibit inherent bottlenecks to parallel efficiency. As a result, incremental

algorithms for computing LU [89, 91] and QR [56, 92] factorizations that

expose more opportunities for parallelism are examined.

Algorithms-by-blocks for each of these operations had already existed within

libflame as part of the FLAME project, except for LU factorization with

partial pivoting [29] for which only blocked algorithms had been implemented

beforehand. I took these implementations and interfaced them with the Su-

perMatrix runtime system as the means to evaluate our runtime data flow

graph scheduling methodology.
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• I validated our runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology through ex-

ceptional performance results on two separate target architectures with dif-

ferent memory hierarchies for each of the linear algebra operations studied in

this dissertation.

Together these results constitute a contribution to computer science by way of the

abstractions and tools that facilitate the separation of concerns that addresses the

programmability issue for parallelizing dense matrix computations. Providing the

instantation of these contributions within our open source library libflame repre-

sents our broader impact to the scientific computing community.

6.2 Future Work

I propose potential directions for future research:

• As Moore’s Law dictates the placement of more and more processing cores

onto computer microarchitectures, scalability will need to be addressed as our

runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology is ported to these future

many-core processors.

Three issues may limit scalability: (1) The sequential execution of the analyzer

will become a larger percentage of the total execution time as more computa-

tional threads are used. (2) Gaining mutual exclusion will become a greater

penalty as more threads attempt to access a shared resource such as a single

queue. (3) Relying on hardware cache coherency will saturate the memory

bandwidth as the number of processing cores is scaled up.

The analyzer only accounts for a small fraction of the total execution time

when using 24 threads, yet this sequential bottleneck will limit potential

speedup when using a greater number of threads. This issue can be addressed
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by either statically generating the DAG or overlapping the analyzer with the

dispatcher.

Using a scheduling algorithm based on a single queue implementation will

not scale due to the increased penalty of gaining mutual exclusion, so group

scheduling can be used to address this issue.

When data is shared on multiple caches, the hardware cache coherency pro-

tocol sends messages across the shared-memory interconnect to maintain co-

herency between the shared cache lines when a processing core overwrites that

data. As more computational threads are used, the working set of blocks

cached and shared by multiple processing cores will increase. As these pro-

cessing cores execute tasks overwriting these blocks, cache coherency protocol

messages will quickly saturate the memory bandwidth. Addressing data lo-

cality will become a greater necessity for obtaining scalability.

• Future computer microarchitectures may forsake hardware cache coherency al-

together due to its non-scalable nature. As a result, many-core processors may

resemble distributed-memory computer architectures where processing cores

communicate data using point-to-point messages or collective communication

operations. The Intel Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) is one such example

of a many-core processor without hardware cache coherency [65].

Given the separation of concerns, the SuperMatrix runtime system can be

implemented assuming a distributed-memory environment. The key to this

approach is to maintain software caches to track data at the granularity of

submatrix blocks. This mechanism can be used to communicate blocks be-

tween processing cores using point-to-point communication thereby replicat-

ing a software managed cache coherency protocol yet at a much coarser data

granularity.
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The resulting runtime data flow graph scheduling system will need to compete

with libraries specifically designed for distributed-memory architectures such

as ScaLAPACK [21] and PLAPACK [104].

• The examples used to illustrate the techniques and insights of our dependence

analysis and runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology have focused on

dense matrix computations in this dissertation.

When factoring a sparse matrix that results from, for example, finite ele-

ment methods, dense submatrices arranged hierarchically and dependencies

between computation on these submatrices inherently occur. A project related

to FLAME has explored these sparse direct factorizations through unassem-

bled hyper-matrices (UHM) [17]. As a result, our dependence analysis and

runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology can be applied to construct

a DAG that mirrors the connectivity in the hierarchically partitioned domain.

Initial experiments have demonstrated that the resulting parallel implementa-

tion is easily achieved and attains high performance with very few changes to

the SuperMatrix runtime system. Details go beyond the scope of this disser-

tation.

Accomplishing these future research goals will help expand and strengthen the con-

tributions and results of this dissertation research.
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Appendix A

Acronyms and Abbreviations

We provide a list of commonly used acronyms and abbreviations of linear algebra

operations used throughout this dissertation in Table A.1.
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Acronym Definition
2D two-dimensional block cyclic
API application programming interface
BLAS Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
DAG directed acyclic graph
FIFO first-in first-out
FLAME Formal Linear Algebra Methods Environment
GLOPS one billion floating point operations per second
LAPACK Linear Algebra PACKage
MKL Intel Math Kernel Library
PRI priority
SPD symmetric positive definite

Abbrev. Linear Algebra Operation Name
chol Cholesky factorization ?potrf
gemm general matrix-matrix multiplication ?gemm
LUpiv LU factorization with partial pivoting ?getrf
piv application of pivots ?laswp
QR QR factorization ?geqrf
spd-inv inversion of a symmetric positive definite matrix N/A
syrk symmetric rank-k update ?syrk
trinv inversion of a triangular matrix ?trtri
trsm triangular solve with multiple right-hand sides ?trsm
trmm triangular matrix-matrix multiplication ?trmm
ttmm triangular matrix multiplication by its transpose ?lauum

Table A.1: A list of acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this dissertation
along with their definitions and the BLAS and LAPACK naming convention for
linear algebra operations where ? denotes the use of the four data types: s for
single precision, d for double precision, c for single precision complex, and z for
double precision complex floating point numbers.
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Appendix B

Scheduling Different

Algorithmic Variants

We present three algorithmic variants in Figure 2.6 for each of the three component

operations of spd-inv. Yet we only choose one particular algorithmic variant to

implement. Even though the choice of algorithm is crucial for attaining high perfor-

mance for sequential implementations, this selection is inconsequential when using

our runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology.

Different algorithmic variants create the same DAG for chol, trinv, and

ttmm. The only difference is the order in which the tasks are encountered by the

algorithm-by-blocks and subsequently stored by the runtime system. For example,

Variant 3 is a right-looking algorithm whereas Variant 1 is a left-looking algorithm

for Cholesky factorization. Variant 3 stores tasks in the DAG in a breadth-first

traversal while Variant 1 performs a depth-first traversal, yet both algorithms create

the same DAG.

To illustrate our point, we provide performance results for all three algorith-

mic variants of chol in Figure B.1 where each algorithm provides nearly identical

performance curves. Note that we have similar results for trinv and ttmm.
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Figure B.1: Performance of each algorithmic variant of Cholesky factorization using
cache affinity.

A fourth algorithmic variant for inversion of a triangular matrix exists, but

it is numerically unstable. This algorithm artificially introduces extra computation,

so a different DAG is formed with extra nodes.

The conclusion is that our runtime data flow graph scheduling methodology

allows us to use any numerically stable algorithmic variant where we still achieve

high performance regardless of this selection.
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Appendix C

Static Dependence Analysis

The algorithm in Figure 3.5 does not necessarily need to be performed dynamically.

We can instead perform the DAG generation statically and thus remove the se-

quential overhead of storing the tasks from the dynamic execution of the dispatcher

phase [30].

C.1 Requisite Semantic Information for Static Depen-

dence Analysis

Five properties common to all typical linear algebra algorithms were identified

in [109]: (1) the name of the operation; (2) how the algorithm proceeds through

the operands; (3) whether it is a blocked or unblocked algorithm; (4) the condition

for remaining in the loop (loop-guard); and (5) the updates within the loop body.

For example, the Partition, Repartition, and Continue with routines

within a FLAME algorithm, as in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, only convey one piece of

semantic information: how to stride through the matrices. Within the FLAME/C

implementation of chol in Figure 2.4, these routines take up 14 lines out of total

36 within the entire implementation.
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C.1.1 Additional Semantic Properties

Even though those five semantic properties are sufficient to perform simple source-

to-source translation of FLAME algorithms in [109], statically generating a DAG

requires two additional properties: (1) the problem size; and (2) input and output

parameters of each operation.

Even though the problem size is not explicitly expressed within a linear

algebra algorithm, it induces the number of iterations executed by each loop. When

dealing with algorithms encoded in typical programming languages, the information

involving input and output parameters is all but lost.

C.2 Static DAG Generation

Our static DAG generation methodology uses code generating FLASH implementa-

tions similar to the code shown in Figure 2.7. This code generating FLASH imple-

mentation steps through execution of the algorithm and detects data dependencies

using annotations that specify input and output information for each operation,

which then generates a separate set of source code that builds a directed acyclic

graph.

This static generation can be viewed as unrolling loops within a linear al-

gebra algorithm where multiple loops can be nested. For example, in the blocked

algorithm for computing chol, the operations trsm and syrk are called, both of

which are computed using loop-based algorithms, so unrolling these nested loops

involves elements of interprocedural analysis.

Also notice that the blocked algorithm for chol also consists of a recur-

sive subproblem, implementated via an unblocked algorithm. This issue opens the

question as to whether we should completely unroll all loops for both blocked and

unblocked algorithms, which reflects the need to specify data granularity. Since we
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have formulated these operations as algorithms-by-blocks, we restrict ourselves to

only unroll subproblems at the block level. As a result, each task primarily consists

of level-3 BLAS operations.

As stated previously, the problem size is required to generate the DAG, but

actually another piece of information is assumed: the block size. The problem size

and block size together determine the number of iterations that are executed and

thus the loop unrolling factor.

C.2.1 Determining Block Size and/or Loop Unrolling Factor

Even though we cannot statically determine the problem size due to the dynamic

allocation of matrices, we can adjust two related variables: block size and loop

unrolling factor.

If we keep the block size constant, the loop unrolling factor grows as a func-

tion of the problem size. With more code being unrolled, the instruction footprint

increases, and thus we expect performance to suffer from instruction cache misses.1

On the other hand, BLAS implementations are tuned for specific block sizes which

depend on the size of the data cache, so the execution of individual tasks would

attain higher performance with a constant block size.

If we keep the loop unrolling factor constant, fewer instruction cache misses

would result, but the block size would have to vary. For large problem sizes, in-

dividual blocks would exceed the size of the data cache, resulting in data cache

misses.

In order to attain load balance between processors, tasks must roughly have

the same weight, which can be defined via computational runtimes. To achieve

this goal, a simple solution is to divide the matrices into uniform submatrix blocks.

Poor data alignment might render this strategy ineffective despite the gains in load
1Functional and data flow programming languages can store the DAG as code, but imperative

languages may require the DAG to be stored separately within internal data structures.
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balancing if the problem size and loop unrolling factor are not perfectly divisible by

the data alignment length.

Different architectural features, such as data and instruction cache sizes,

affect the strategy for statically generating a DAG. A rudimentary heuristic is to

perform DAG generation for a fixed range of loop unrolling factors and vary the

block size dynamically to adjust for different problem sizes.

If we know the problem size a priori, we can tune the storage block size

statically taking into account the different aspects of parallelization and thereby

eliminating the sequential overhead before dispatching tasks to threads in parallel.

C.3 Summary

We present the methodology for generating a DAG statically as opposed to con-

structing it dynamically. Even though the problem size cannot be determined at

compile time, we can adjust the block size or loop unrolling factor.
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Appendix D

Tuning the Storage Block Size

Instead of performing an exhaustive empirical search, we develop a simulation that

estimates the performance of a particular linear algebra operation via its computa-

tional runtime costs based on floating point operation counts. Using this simulation,

we find the storage block size for a specific problem size and operation that produces

the minimum cost.

As we have shown in Section 4.8.5, the time to construct the DAG dynam-

ically by the analyzer is quite minimal compared to the parallel execution time of

the dispatcher. Instead of dynamically executing the tasks, we can instead simulate

their execution and thus compute the overall cost to complete the DAG. By con-

structing the DAG and simulating the execution for a range of block sizes, we can

select the best one from the simulated execution costs without needing to execute

the computationally expensive tasks.

In order to simulate the tasks, we develop a parameterized model based upon

just three factors: the number of threads, cache sizes, and the ratio between a flop

and memop. Each task within the DAG has all the semantic information needed

to simulate itself: the operation to be performed, and the input and output matrix

operands.
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We assume a rather simple computational model where the execution of each

task is based upon its floating point operation count. In addition, we use the software

cache mechanism to detect whether a task incurs a cache hit or miss for each of its

matrix operands. If a cache miss is incurred, we add to the simulated execution cost

of a task according to the flop to memop ratio. Once all the task execution costs are

accumulated according to their simulated parallel execution, the best performing

block size will result from the lowest computational cost for a particular operation

and problem size.

The key to this methodology is the predictable nature of the cache affinity as

shown in Section 4.8.4. The determinism of this scheduling algorithm allows us to

accurately simulate its execution. Despite the accurate and precise performance

signature of cache affinity, external factors such as operating system interrupts

can adversely effect performance, which can corrupt the empirical search process

by incorrectly masking the best performing block size. Another advantage of this

simulation methodology is that we can eliminate these unpredictable factors from

consideration.

We can build a simple decision tree given a specific operation, problem size,

and the three architectural parameters. This database can be queried and updated

to find the best performing block size where the simulation is invoked if an entry is

not present. The decision tree can be used to prune the search space of potential

block sizes when creating a new entry in the database instead of simulating all

possible storage block sizes.

The conclusion is that we can tune the storage block size without performing

an exhaustive empirical search by using a simulation based upon the floating point

operation count of each task.
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